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FOREWORD

,

As part of its budgetary apprOPriatiOn for 1966/67, the New'York State
Library was mandated to "develop statewide and regional plans to improve

library services..,."- and . "...to. develop Means of utilizing data processing,
informatiOn:storage and'retrieval techniques,,communications devices, and
other improved, management Practices for this purPose." The systems detailed
in thia riport; and in the,compinior report entitled Centralized Book Acquisi-
tion for New York State;'are part of the response to that mandate.

A

The study which led to the present publication was,begun in,,1966,when
it bedami apparent that a number of libraries An.New York State Were consid-
ering or planning computer-assisted cataloging systems. Besides the Nevi'

York State Library, the New York Public Library_had expressed a desire to
use computer techniques for the publication of a catalog of its Dance Collec-
tion,nd.,to:-consider using such techniques to solVe the problem of its
raPidtyAeteriorateing card catalogs. In addition, the report of Nelson
Associates on Centralized Processing for the Public Libraries of New York
State (1966) had recommended a single acquisitions and cataloging center for
the public library systems of'New York State, and had_suggested.extensive,::
use of the new computer technologies in such a center.--This_PrOject,
attempted to .develop, then, a general system for computer catilog,mainienance,
without reference to the,specific requirements of a particular library:

For this reason, one of the basic criteria for the system has been-a-
certain flexibility In both inputand output formats. Not, only Was sudh,

flexibility deemed essential to enable the system to serve.the needs'of a
wide variety of libraries, but it was also felt to be important in meeting-
the descriptive requirements of a wide variety of library materials.,

During the time that this system was being developed, the MARC project'
at the Library of Congress was still in _its experimental stages. Although
final MARC codes and formats are still not available at this writing,,
acceptance of MARC tapes as input was also made a requirement of the system
design. Unless there are strong reasons for locat variation, it is expected
that-most users of this system will adopt the same codes,,symbols, and de-
scriptive elements,as MARC. The most obvious advantage,of such an approach
is the efficient and economic use which may be made of catalog data supplied
by the Library of Congress in machine-readable format, but an additional ad-
vantage will be the facility with which data and staff may be exchanged
between user-libraries.

The problem of filing rules was regarded as outside Of the scope of
this particular project, although a filing rule program will be needed
before the system can be implemented. It is hoped that work now being done
at the Library of Congress and elsewhere, as well as studies teing planned :

by the New York State Library, will bring progress in this area.
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The present system has been designed to articulate fully with the ac-
quisitions system described in Centralized Boc% Acquisition for New York

State: Proposed Computer System.

Grateful acknowledgement is made to the staffs of the Information
Systems Office of the Library of Congress, the New York Public Library,
and the New York State Library for their cooperation and assistance. We are
especially grateful to those who served on the Working Committee for their
generous contributions of time and talent, and for their patience throughout
many long hours of meetings. Final responsibility for the details and decisions
embodied in this report rests, of course, with our consultants, the Theodore
Stein Company.

Peter J. Pau lebn
Principal Librarian

New York State Library
Albany, New York
January 1968
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io

INTRODUCTION

The system specifie herein is a general purpose computer-based

catalog preparation system capable of producing both book and card form

catalogs. It has been designed with the objective of providing suffi-

cient flexibility (provided by special control parameters) to meet the

requirements Jf both research libraries and general public

libraries.

The specific objectives of the project were as follows:

1) To design a computer system to maintain library catalog information

in machine storage and to produce catalog cards and book catalogs from

the machine file.

2) To design the system so that variations in the content and format

of printed catalog entries can be indicated by means of control records

submitted at the time of printing. In particular, to allow entries to

be shortened by omitting from the printed form of the entry some of the

information that is on the catalog Rile.

3) To design the system so that variations in the content of the basic

bibliographic data can be accomodated. In particular, by use of certain

control records it should be possible to introduce new elements into the

catalog records, eliminate certain elements from the catalog record, or

change the way in which certain elements are processed.

4) To provide for coded data whenever it seems that, in the future, it

may be desirable to search the machine file and extract data based upon

code values.

5) To allow for the use in the system of machine readable catalog copy

received from the Library of Congress.

6) To take into consideration in the system design the provisions

needed for later connection of this system with an acquisitions process-

ing system and to so design the system that reprogramming of the catalog-

ing portion of the system, except for addition of certain routines, will

not be necessary when acquisitions are included.

In addition to the above specific objectives, the system is to be

designed with sufficient flexibility to allow the testing of various

prodedures in practice. It is felt that certain decisions can only be

made based upon experience and that the capacity to adopt the procedures

as experience is gained is valuable.

The functions of the system as specified can be divided into three

general categories:

A. Input

B. Output

C. OomputerProcessing and Related Operations.
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. Each; of these, categories will be_; briefly described below, and
,full'descriptions'ar& presented in aUbsequent .sectiona. ,

, -.

Tris:inputs-to.-04- -cataloging- system ave of two types:

_information vhich includes bibliographic descrip-
,, tiOnst.aUthOritY- data",, etc. ,-notr:differing- froii traditiOnal informa-

tIon worked With.:under, the present manual system.

2. --SYStein tainerol inforthation which', provides 'piirameterix to
,

,.
.general programa 'that Will , .under control of this data,' generate "

,

proper cataiog ,entries, create and maintain specified files, and
1Produte 'desired 'oUtOat'.' '

-;

/ = .cEitaloging infr Matión catitoe entered into the system in-,
= two forms either in-:machine 'readable fOrm,as,in'-f-the case bf

:Marc Maine-tie ;tapes presently "-being prepaved by LC, -o-i-as Completed
x---",work,"-sheetS prePared manually by the library's cataloging staff.

handle machine-,,readable catalog copy
descrOed in theaection.,-that discusses ..comptiter -processing.

--x-t-;11-intiallY'prepared_cataloging data will be transcribed _sby: the catalog-

': staff..'onto ,defined work_ _sheett catalog or authority and. will
.

_be inputted to' the- cOMputer, System for machineimanipulation-., The ,
.

-information supplied_ to the isysteM will contain full descriptive
cataloging, , instructions; for, generating ;catalog entries , and ,any

,-,4eseriptions ,-deemednecessary for, selective, retrieval. Full specifi-.
--cations,plus instructions for completing the work sheets ,are ;presented
in the SUbsequent-: section.

=

Por a large sdale Statewide._Catatoging
probably be inputted to the CoMPuter,systeM using page_ reader.

-this will eliminate the need for paper tape punching of -cataloging
i;lowever'unfil 'Mich tiMe 'that ilet4 _eqi4ptan't is Our:Chased ,and

'Center eatiti,liiihed, an5.7',pilot 'or individual librarY'Projects-- will;
' necesiarily Weed-some for* of keyboarding, and paper taPe seemi tb::

"=-

B. 'Output

the basic ,output 'Of ihs'aystem is- the catalog -the -data be
-*rifted-. eithér 'on :Cards% or on masters for book production.' ,For-; both
-book itnd-card catalogs42the: information to be printed., and:format, are
'controlled by parameters supplied by ,the Aibrary staff., For ,the
traditional card or specified book form catalog the programs will
be instructed to pick.- tap sthe.f necessary records -from the-catalog files ,
supply' Proper ,headings, edit , and print. For selactilie; printing
(asublect catalog otity, for Oxample) the program will be under control
of parameters supplied by the requeisting library, A full ;description
of the output, control notice is presented in the output seetion.

,
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The catalog cards will follow the traditional format with only
minor changes in format and typeface. All of the information currently

printed on cards will be printed by the computer printer. Headings will

be supplied and the cards will be delivered from the computer printer
already alphabetized.

For book form catalogs, the recommended method is for the main
entry only to carry complete information. All added entry and subject
entry tracings will be condensed (as instructed by the output control
notice). If the library decides to change the form of the book catalog,
then a new output control notice must be submitted requesting the change.

In the output section there is presented a description of the output
and its relation to input, i.e0 a description of the way the system will
handle all of the inputted cataloging elements in order to generate a
catalog entry. For example, how the computer will pick up an added
entry heading from the master file, duplicate the catlog record, .transfer
the heading and print. Another example is the treatment of established
forms. Once an element is established, it is unnecessan/ for the
cataloger to transcribe full descriptive information such as special
instructions, printing or filing forms, etc. All that is entered on
the catalog work sheet is the identifier or heading under which it has
been established. The computer will search the authority files for a
match and supply all necessary data automatically. The procedure
used in these and similar cases is fully described.

C. Computer Processing and Related Operations

The system is designed to accept and edit the input, update_and
maintain files containing cataloging information, manipulate and sort
information, edit and print the output.

The discussion presented in this section will be limited to a
general description of the procedures related to computer processing,
which will be clear to non-computer personnel. It will include the
way in which LC copy will be treated and combined with library worksheets,
the clerical and professional procedures associated with input and
output-worksheets, proofcopy, error listings, etc., and the general
functions of the system.

A separate technical memorandum is being prepared for computer
personnel which will contain flowcharts, descriptions, record layouts
and formats, etc., and all information necessary for progranming the
system.
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NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY

ITEM The wol:ct,"Item'! is used, to refer to the object that-is being
_cataloged. ,items --1-s)i take 4 variety Of forms - bOoks, serials,

films, -PictUret54

NT-RY An entii 1 a unit Of4talog'infOrMation generated for an item.

'it** general).* giVes rtse to nidre tiian one entry - author,

Subject 'and title'. entries.

TJif6tuiately

-- -
t

'iliefeTi;s-,an ambiguity in the use of this term in

l'iljiiirr,c140*E(:' -06e USe -Of the tissrnt refers to the- first _portion

--of:the tb-Oliograpliical,deecriptiOni This portion. may fcontain the
--,Thin_14' of .i'll-e"--iUtiisti,i:2.or:44.4142Ts'of the item, -or its' tid.e. The other
'tise:.iefers__to`ithat,"'-'4ificUla'.7 type 'of 'catalog entry which has
lett-g*r4itedlOtj40!0-4110.041:0thor or title. Both senses

ire'llied:in these spP,Cificationa. -The context will
-matie: it -:.:Clear .i4hiCICOiedith.ig 'is Antiiidea.

,-RECORD" ',In "concept:, the- record'iS analbgous tO the Unit Catalog card. A
Catalog .record; ii'-'reOre'Sented either' as 'the date transcribed on

'Complete4,Catalog wiirli.""Sbeet-,or as the data- storect,in the
computer system; i.e. *the InaChine readable catalog record.

ELEMENT A catalog record_ii--c911104-4--of 4.-St.ies of elements; i.e. each
distinct -piece of information such /1.s author, title, publisher,
ilate'of ,ttUbliifitto*, etc., isrconsidered a separate element.
EaCh element will be -untoely numbered to facilitate transcrip-

.tion by ,the cataicige-rk. Iseyboardibg by the typist :end recognition
1)y comOuter.

11....r.11.1140111..

r:
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SPECIAL SYMBOLS

Element Divider

Major Element Subdivider

Minor Element Subdivider

Exception Element Subdivider

Delete Symbol

1 1 .1/ Editing Marks for Generating Filing Form

Angle Brackets for Control and Description Codes

Blank Element

Paragraph Symbol

The shapes given.for these symbols have been chosen for editorial

purposes in thlo report. The actual shape used is of no iniportance.

In a specific situation a shape should be chosen, if possible, that

matches an available symbol on a special symbol key of the input device

in use.
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In a general way, the cataloging procedures currently followed
by most libraries are quite similar: The cataloger will enter full biblio-
graphic description onto a cataloging, worksheet. The completed sheet will-
be passed on tO a typist who,is faMiliat with the-format and style of
the particular library. ,After typing and proofreading, the card is
duplicated for the correct number of'entries, and headings are transferied
to the proper position on the card.

Under a coMpUter syatem, the concept remains quite, similar, with
a-miniMuM of manual ihtervention onCe the cataloi sheet has been'inputted
to the computer. liowever, the computer,system must be supplied7with
basic bibliographic died in CoMbihatioh with rules On-hoW to treat the
data. tibliographic data...1.s supplied On the worksheets, snd rules for
working with-this-inforkiition'arUpplied on 'the iystem'control input
notices.

The following inputs will be used:

1. ,qatalog, Worksheet

2._ Aiith-drity file Wtiiicislieet

4;f1:npui tOntrol nhade
3., u- _ _ oticetput tiintiO1 n

6. Special-request nOtice
7. New Title_notice_

The catalog, worksheet is used to enter any new cataloging_informa-
tion, or to make changes to existing cataloging data already in the system.
It can also be Used to set up an established form on the main authority
file.

_The authority file worksheet is utilized in setting up, changing, or.
'deleting establishedlorms as they are maintained in the_computer system.
Two types of anthdrity files Ate maintained. The main authority file
contains subjects and names = personal and corpvrate, and established
forms for all subheadings that may be ueed in combination with 4ny main
headings. The auxiliary authority file is intended for use .with elements
which do not generate catalog entries, but have been assigned establ-.1.sned
forms or codes; for etample, if,a library were to code language, physical
form, or publisher, then the established codes and their respective
printing forms'would be'carried oh the auxiliary authority file.

The delete worksheet will be used to withdraw items from the catalog
file.

The input control notice is prepared by the library to inform the
computer system of the way each element is to be treated. The allowable
codes, the proper authority file if establiihed, entry generation informa-
tion, etc. are all coded onto the input control notice. The computer
utilizes this information in generating the machine readable catalog re-
cord.
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The output control notice is used to describe to the computer
system the content and forMat of the printed catalogs. It controls
which elements are to be Printed and how the printed elements are to
be sequenced and formatted.

The special request notice is entered in case the cataloger
needs extra catalog cards, proof copy and error diagnostics, or desires
to change the time delay prescribed, before a catalog or authority entry
!s automatically included into the computer files.

The new title notice is submitted to the computer system for all
items that are to be 'cataloged. The computer files are searched for
matching LC copy and if it is found the LC information is printed as
proof copy for review. Any change deemed necessary by the reviewing
cataloger is entered on a catalog worksheet.

Following the general description presented below, each of the
inputs will-be described, a sample will be presented, and a full-
description of how the sheet isto be_used will follow. The output con-
trol notice will be discussed at the end of the output section.---'

The general procedure for cataloging an item is as follows: A
'staff themberenters a new title notice to find LC copy, and if it-is not
-found, will himself ttanscribe all bibliographic information-plus the
necessary indicators and codes onto the catalog wOrksheet. This-work-
sheet data is inputted to the computer, where it is:edited and-tiansform-
ed into a machine readable Catalog reCord. This editing is'accomplished
by a coMputer program which uses as'its parameters the information
previously entered on the input control notice. The input control notice
tells the program how to treat the catalog worksheet elements in setting
up the machine readable catalog record.

In actual computer processing, the coMputer is instructed tO first
consider information which pertains to the authority files; rebeived
either by an authority file notice or an indication on_the cittAlOg work-
sheet that a new form is to be established. After the authority files
have been updated, the established items in the machine readable catalog
record'are matched against the authority files; if no errors are found,
the necessary catalog tracings are generated. In order to sequence
properly, edit, and format the catalog record, the computer'program
utilizes the information contained in the outplit control notice previous-
ly entered into the system. Just as the input control notice tells the
program how to transform a catalog worksheet into a machine teadable
catalog record, the output-control notice tells the computer how to trans-
form the machine readable catalog recor4 into a form for printing the
catalog output. InCluded in the description are the elements that are
to be printed, the sequence of the elements in the catalog entry, the
typographic codes, spacing, and all information necessary to-prepare a
printed catalog. After the editing is completed the computer will print
the catalog either on cards or pages, as specified by the output-control
notice.

In the following pages each of the inputs will be fully described.

Examples and instructions for use will also be presented.
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THE CATALOG WORKSHEET
General'DisCuisiOn

The preprinted catalog-worksheet is_usedsby.the_cataloger to
transcribe,a4-cataloging information necessaryto generate a catalog
;entry...This inclUdes,descriptive Cataloging_in the-traditionaL,sense,
and_.codes n'ecessary,for:computer manipulation of the.datat'jach,
diStinct piece of_data such as author, title, publisher, etc. is entered
onto:the Prenumbe7.ed sheet in the designated element position following

. the element number, 'Each element has a unique element number with which
it-4s,identified. -The catiloger_refers-to this_number when making

_changes to_ascatalog'entry; the input control_noticejs coded for each
ei;ement number:separately; the.output control moticerefers to,the infor-
-mation about,each element by-its element number and,the computer wIll
,generate separate.Iogical di7isions,fOr each,element,number.

,If-any codes are neededto-control computer manipulation'ohe
elements or to define characteristics of the elements, these:are.entered
immediately after the element number. Examples of codes used with
elements are given inthe desCription of.a model, catalog below. In most
cases codes are needed. For.most elements it is possIble,to,predetermine
the relevant element characteristics and the required computer:processing.
lhus nothing need,be written on the catalog worksheet other than the content
of the element itself. .For established elements, description,codes are
-usually required. However, these need be_entered only at.the first estab-
lishment of the eletent..,From this poifit on the description codes are
kept on the ,machine authority file and need not be entered.again.

Following the codes, or following the element number if there are
no codes, is the_actual data provided by the element, such as the author's
name, title, publisher, place of publication, etc.

,

If an entry to the catalog will be generated for this.element, the
computer must know where to file that entry,. .A machine sortinto strict
.alphabetic sequence will not be'satisfactory, since library filing rules
specify many deviations from suchAsequence. As far as it-is reasonable
to do so, the machine program forfiling will accommodate the special rules.
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The extent toyhich this can be done, has not yet.been determined.

However', there is-a-strong likelihood'that not'all of the filing rules

will be accotmodated. In,order.to deal with those cases not covered by

the machine program,'a filing form Will be given by the cataloger. This

is a re-spelling of the element statement in a way which will make the

element file in accordande with the rules. This re-spelling would in-

volve such things as spelling out abbreviations, omitting words, or insert-

ing numbers in order to sequenceyords, that have been assigned a rather

arbitrary order (such as honorary*titic.!s).

The cataloger will have to b fawliar with the filing rules that are
covered by the machine program so tl.;qt. he will know when he must provide

a sPecial filing form. Very likely, the 'special filing form will also .

have to be written in a certain number of exceptiHtal cases where the-pro-

grammed_rule is_to be countermanded. (For instances the program would

undoubtedly drop the word 'lithe". In an eXCeptional case-, this-might not

be desired.). It is expected that a sufficient portion of the filing
rules will be programmed so that the cataloger will seldom_have,to,resort
to a re-spelling.-

In the cade where-the filinvis based on an established form,-it will
not be necessary to,supply a filing form each time a catalog work sheet

is.prepared. If a filing.form is needed,_it will be supplied at the time
the established form is set up.- This filing form will be recorded.in the,
machine authority file and the machine will supply it whenever it is needed.
Thus, filing forms need not be supplied for established authors and_subiects,
except at the time at which they are established.

In certain cases it may also be necessary for the cataloger to enter
a special printing fon.. This is used when it is desired to have one form
for printing,and_a different form for searching_by the,machine. An example

of this will be given later in the discussion of the "date'l element.,in the
model catalog worksheet which is described below.

. .

There will be cases in which it will be desirable to divide the
element into subelements.- One purpode of thid subdivision is to-allow the.
use of headingscombined with subheadings without separately establishing

every heading - subheading combination on the main authority'file. Anothei---

use is-to allow-an element to be.divided,into_portions, so,that only a
portion of the element.need be printed if desired or so that one portion
of an element can-be printed in a-different type style than another portion.
A third use is to mark off portions of an element which have special Signifi-
canoe to the program which interPrets the filing rules. -This divisicm- is
accomplished by use of special symbols which will be called element sub=
dividers. Thus, an.element,subdivider_can be used to distinguish the main
portion 'Of'a subject heading from the geographic division. A subdivider
can be used to divide a'titleelement ifito'tlile and title eXtension.
can be used to separate the established part of ,an established series title
from the portion whi.lh gives the issue number. 'Element subdividers can be'
used to divide an established name into-portions-such as honorary title-
and date.
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CATALOG WORKSHEET

Item Number (LC Card No) 01 Classmark 02 Second Classmark

CW
03 MAIN ENTRY STATEMENT (Except Title Main Entry ) <A IC ,CF ,N ,P ,S

nt4 rnEVENTTONAL TITLE <N)

05 TITLE STATEMENT<M,T)

06 EDITION STATEMENT

07 PLACE OF PUBLICATION 08 PUBLISHER

09 DATE OF PUBLICATION 10 Second Date CiO,T,U

11 PAGING 1 12 ILLUSTRATION <I ,MA MU, 13 SIZE

14 SERIES STATEMENT <N,T)

15 NOTES

a

16-19 Tracings'
-

<Descri.tion HEADINGS
Element
Number

,

20 LANGUAGE 21 Second Language 4.T D G7

22 PHYSICAL FORM
BK BR MA MC MF KM MO MP MS MU PG PH PT TR TY I

23 BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORM
AN DD GP PB SE TB TK

24 BIBLIOGRAPHY 25 COLLECTION CODES

FIG. 1 A MODEL CATALOG WORKSHEET
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A Model CataloK Worksheet

The computer system, is designed:toaccept a wide variety of catalog
,worksheet_formata with any, number of elements in any sequence as long
as the-structure of the individual elements is governed by certain rules.
The general structure of an admissable catalog worksheet element will be
given in the following section. This general structure accommodates a
very wide range of requirements. However, in order to make clear the
use of the catalog-worksheet, a specific example will first be given. A
model catalog worksheet will be defined in which specific decisions have
been- made about the.elements to be included in the catalog worksheet,
abbut:the-prectse structure Of each element, and about all allowable
codeg. In examining the worksheet and the data which it contains, it
ghould.be.remembered- that- this-is an example and that the use.of the
computer system is not restricted to the types of data or methodi of
data entry presented in the example.

. 'The parts of the catalog mirk sheet (see- fig. 1) are considered in
-this-Ai:omission in mormal page order, lie., left to right and-line by
line%beginning at-the top.:

-

The first box at the upper left hand torner will always Contain the
. initials CW. This stands for Catalog Work sheet and is'used to differ-
enttate this form from others used in'the system, such as an Authority
File work sheet. No information is entered in this box.

1n.the second box one of the two'letters which appear above it
should\ordinarily be entered - (NEW), or C(CHANGE). N(WEW) representg
the ordinary, instance"of-an item being entered for the first time into
,the system. C(CHANGE) is used to.indicate some form of recataloging,
such as adding additional information (successive volumes of a book set),
deleting any part (but not-the whole)'of The bibliographic record for an
Itettivor correcting errors. -(In order to' delete all of the bibliographic
:recorcrfor any single item,-the.Delete Notice should be used);

One,other entry tan' be madein this box under special cirdumstandes.
If an item has already been cataloged without the aid of Library,of
Congress copy and Library of-Congress-copy ta receiVed"later, the machine.
'will print out a proof sheet shoWing the-content of' the,LibrarY Of'
Congress copy. If the cataloger decides to change the- dataloging to conform
to the Library of Congress copy, then he can either enter a normal change
worksheet marke%; "C", writing in only those.elements which he-wished to
change in accordance with the Library of:Congress copy, or he can enter
^ change worksheet marked "L% This meanstbst he'wishea.the Library of
Congress copy to supersede the previous cat.. jg record entirely, except
for any changes noted on the catalog worksh,et. When-the code "L" is
used, the changes on the catalog worksheet k,re regarded as thanges to the
Library of Congress catalog record, rather than as changes to the locally
9repared catalog record.

:*
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Item number (LC card no.): This number is the unique number assigned
to each item represented in the system. Whenever there is a Library of
Congress card number available for the item being cataloged4 the. item number
will consist of the LC card number. In case there is notI.0 card number
available when the item is cataloged, an arbitrary number mill consist of
special symbols (to be decided).

To change an item number, enter the new number immediately after he
old number, separating the two by a comma.

01 CLASSMARK. The classification, number to be used is entered here.

Whether the LC or Dewey number is to be taken as given on the 'LC re-
cord will depend on the individual library's policy.

02 SECOND CLASSMARK.

May be used for an additional classification number if needed,,such
as additional copies in other locations, or a single item in bound and.
microcopy form. May also be used by a library desiring to retain both
Dewey and LC classification in its record.

03 MA" ENTRY (EXCEPT TITLE MAIN ENTRY).

The main entry, except title main entry, is entered here in the
exact form in which it is established or is to be established. Genera-
tion of a catalog entry will occur with-this form used as its heading.
This form will also print in main entry position of the body of all
catalog entries generated for the item.

Only established names are allowable in 03. Therefore any name
entered here must have been previously established, or must be established
on an authority file work sheet entered,along. with the catalog work sheet
by checking "N" on the work sheet. If "N" is cheated on the catalog work
sheet, then one of the codes described below must also be chedked.

The codes used to describe the main entry statement may be chosen to
suit the particular needs of the user library,,or they may be MARC codes.
A set of codes discussed by the Working Committee are the following:

A - anonymous classic
C - miscellaneous corporate:body

CF- proceedings of a conference or symposium
G - government agency
P - personal name
S - society or institution
U - uniform heading

Several codes can be checked for one main entry statement if they
apply. For example, the proceedings of a conference sponsored by a
government agency might require G, CF as its codes.

Subheadings, filing and printing forms may also be entered for the
main entry statement. Element subdividers can be used with the main entry

statement, as described later.



'CONVENTIONAL TITLE..

ea tab1$shedJorm the.:conyentionai, title Is entered, here;
establi4ed-- element and maytbe: established for the first

Checking.,_"N"
- ,

.f.,L,....z.j,:_ -- .- ,,- -
,

--4, .!,. result of, proper , coding of _output control notices ,, the
, ,

'conventional-title can appear in the catalog as a subheading to the math
,.entry,i.an ,,cans.be,printed, in the body,,of, the, entry surroundgdE Ilbrackets.

, -- -
- .- ,..

incltiding ,the edition statement
element_and will be used only

r44inting,..,3416:;,;titlek::;entrytw,I,//be,-,--:generated unless the "T" or "M" is
th,eigeneration, -of a title main entry(in

thISCaSe:;:t*'MaIn,.,--,entrY-,:,--statement,,,,ps,wiII be left blank); a checked "T"
:WI1I-7i0e'.rate:.*Ti:::*,1.40: entry under the ttle1 -,1,,The:element subdivider,

is placed between.,:t#leto'kbe,,traced and theLtitle extension.
filingforiti,may.,;be_entered in, element 05 if it is necessary to

*-title in 'Seqtienathg.

title is to_ be- traced, it must be entered as element

tetent, as it -is to appear in ,t,he catalog_ is , entered
Is is a nbiirteittiblished field and will be used for printing only.

UBLISHER.,

ubliCation.-is,entered,An 07, the-publisher is -entered
to,appear-in -the, catalog, These .ard non-established

1ase of a complicated imprint statement which is not easily adapt-

able to -entrY-,,;th ,elements,-07 'and, 08,, the information most appropriate to
eieit in 07 _:and 08, and the rest of: the

iMPrint:,.stateMentAi entered, as .part of- the notes 'in element 15.

the -tithe"pit e -reads

NeW,.York,- Harper, &,RoW, published for the Humane Society of
BOgotd:;1$_ivt'Seisey.

NeW York
Harper',& ,ROW ,

4nblished.forthe Humane Society of Bogota, New Jersey.
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09 DATE, 10 SECOND DATE

The date of publication (or the date as specified in the appropriate
catalog rules) is entered in 09. If the rules call for a second date, it
is entered in 10. The dates are non-established fields, but will be
written in standard date format so that searching, retrieval, and filing
may be done on date.

The second date, when used, may be described by checking the appro-
priate box in element 10. The following codes are used:

C - copyright date
0 - original publication date (item is a reproduction)
T - terminal date (second date of multiple publication date)
U - upper limit (second date where one or more of the digits in the

imprint date is missing. See example below)

If the date of publication is not known, both elements are left
blank. An example of the use of the above codes is as follows: Imprint
date has one or more digits missing.

1

09 DATE

1800

10SECOND DATE
(C T 1899

The date that will be printed in the catalog is enclosed in brackets
in element 09, namely 18 - -. For searching purposes, the program, will
consider the date to be in range of 1800 to 1899.

It is not intended that the second date be printed. Printing will
be done fram element 09. The procedure then is for the date of publica-
tion to be entered in 09, any second date in 10, and a printing form (com-
bining the information contained in 09 and 10) after the date in 09. For
example, a book published in 1966 and copyrighted in 1965 will be entered
in the following way, if it were desired to print both dates:

03 DATE

1966 <1966 194

10sECOND DATE

(0 0 T 1965
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11 PAGING.,.

IMMO)

15.

The pagination statement as it is to appear_in the catalog is

entered here. This element is not established and will be used for

prtnting only.

For non-book materials the statement takes on a dtfferent meaning,

-such as frames for filmstrip's, etc.

12 ILIps#ATION,

The illustration statement,, a non-established element, is entered

-here as it is to.appear in the catalog. In order to, describe particular

features of the illustrative content for searching and retrieval, three
codes axeallowed., The appropriate codes Ahould be checked.

I -illustrations
MA-maps,- "-

MU .music :

It :Should be noted:that any.library desiring limore-extensive coding
scheme can increase the number of description codes allowable-for any

adding.them on the input control notice and preprinting
them On the oatalog work Aheet.

13 SIZE.

The size of the item being cataloged, as it is to appear in the
catalog, is entered here. For non-book materials, the element can take

ork a different meaning. For example, for phono-xecords,the size could
rePresent the number of revolutions per minute . 33, 45 or 78.

,

14: SERIES..

the series statement as it is-to appear in,the catalog is entered
, -

here. This is an,established.element; any non-established series should
beloreceded.by theta symbol which will serve as a signal to the computer
program to,-omit the 'authority file check. (In general, this symbol
is used to signal the computer that non-established data has been written
in an element that is normally established.) If the series is established
then the established form should-be entered in 14. A new series can be
established by checking "NI'. The Asymbol should-be used to separate
the established name of the series from any extension information such as
yolume number:etc,

if the series is to be traced, check "T", and a series entry will
be generated.
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If more than one series is to be traced, enter the principal
series in 14 according to the above instructions. The other series

should be entered as notes in 'element 150and again as elements 19
so that they will be traced.

15 NOTES.

All notes, including bibliography as called for in the catalog
rules are entered in this non-established element. As noted above, all
multiple series will also be entered in the notes element. (Along with

camplicated imprints).

16 - 19 TRACINGS.

There are four types of tracings that can be entered here and
they should.be listed in the following order.

16.- all subjects (including names used as subjects)
17 - name added entries (suthors, editors, translators, etc.)
18 - title entries (in addition to element 05)
19 - series entries (in addition to element 14)

There may be more than one entry for each of the elements ind they
should be numbered -1, -2, etc. For example,' three subjects to-be
traced would be numbered 16 -1, 16 -2, 16 -3, in the element number
column.

16 SUBJECT

This is an established element and the established form of the
subject heading ehould be entered here. If the subject'is now being
established "N" ehould be entered in the description column. Names may
be used as subjects, and described with the same codes used for element
03. These codes should be written in the column headed by <description)
immediately following the "N". Each code is sepanated by a comma. Topical
subjects will be described with the code TS. Once an item is established,
there is no need to enter the description codes since they-will be carried
on the authority file and supplied when needed. The use of codes is
called for only when establishing a new subject.

Filing and printing forms can also be entered in 16 when establish-
ing nec subjects.

Element subdividers can be used with subject headings, ai described
later.
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17 NAME ADDED ENTRY.

This is an established field and only the established form of the
name should be entered here. "If fhe name is nOw tteing established enter
an "N" in the description column immediately following the number 17.
Description codes (the same as the codes im element 05) are entered in
this column after the N-and each code is separated by a comma. Filing
and printing forms may be used here, as well as element subdividers.

18 TITLE ADDED ENTRY.

If an item calls for more than one title entry, the principal title
is entered in element 05 with a checked "T", and each subsequent title
is entered (following the subject and added entries) as an element 18.
This is a non-established element and will be used for printing only.

19 SERIES ENTRY

If more than one series is to be traced, the principal series is
entered in 14 with a checked "T";-the other series are entered as notes
in element 15 and then entered again (in the form for tracing) in elements
19. As in 14, this is an established field and all extra information,
such as yob:me number, should be preceded by the IA symbol. Any non-
established series entered here must be preceded by the 42K symbol, as
with element 14.

A series can be established In element 19 by entering "N" in fhe
description column.

20 LANGUAGE, 21 SECOND LANGUAGE

The language elements are established - codes will be entered in
elements 20 and 21 - and will be used for searching and retrieval purposes
only. Neither the languages nor the codes, are intended for printing in
a normal catalog record. However, they can be printed if the proper entries
are made on the output control notice.

The code for the principal language is entered in element 20. If a
second language is to be designated, its code should be entered in
element 21 with one of the following symbols checked:

T - translation; 21 will contain the language in which the work was
originally written, or multilingual, as in the case of anthologies.
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D. Dictionary;. if on.Ly 2 language& are used,, they will be entered

in: 20 and 21. If more than 2 languages are used, 20 will
contain the principal language and; multilingual will be entered
in 21.

G - grammar or reader of'the type used in language course. The native
language will be= entered in 204 and the language being studied
will be given in 21.

If the item is not a, translation, dictionary or grammar, and a
second language is used, no, code need be entered.

22., PHYSICAL FORM.

The code which best describes the physical form of the item being
cataloged should be checked. The following codes are provided on the
model catalog worksheet, but may be modified by the user library.

BK - book or pamphlet

BR - broadside

MA - map

MC' - microcard 9opaque;; apProx. 31'" x 5"').

ME - microfiche (transparent size may vary ; ).

- microf item (transparent ;: on: reels)'

- motion picture

MP - microprint (opaque; approx .6". x 8"),

MS - manuscripts'

MU - music (scores):

PG - photographs

PHI - phonorecord

PT - phonotape

PR - print

TY - typescript
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23 BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORM

The code which best describes the bibliographic form of the item
being cataloged is entered here. The following codes are provided on the
catalog worksheet:

AN - analytic
DD doctoral dissertation
GP - government publication
PB - picture book
SE - serial

TB - trade book
TX - textbook

These codes are only samples of what might be necessary for coding
bibliographic form. The Library might decide that it is unnettssary to
use all these codes, and limit the choice to monograph, serial and govern-
ment publication.

24 BIBLIOGRAPHY INDICATOR

If the item contains a bibliography, an "X" is entered in element 24.
Otherwise it is left blank.

It shcAd be noted that any library desiring to code different forms
of bibliography can do so by printing the codes in element 24 of the
worksheet and providing the information to the input control notice.

25 COLLECTION CODE

The codes entered here will be symbols standing for various locations
in a library or system, or for significant collections in the sense of gifts,
bibliographic entities, etc. Each library or system will list its own set
of collection codes to be entered here.

All collection codes are established and are all entered in one
element separated by the A symbol. The output control notice will in-
form the computer system frand where the codes are to print in the
catalog entry.
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The-General Catalog Worksheet

The first three portions of the model catalog worksheet are required
by the computer system. These are:

The Worksheet.Identification CW
The Change Type N, C, or L
The Item Number

On any worksheet used With this tystem these three portions must be
used exactly as described for the model catalog worksheet. The remainder
of the catalog worksheet consitts of a sequence of elements. There may
be any number of fhem in any order. Thus, once the rules which govern
,the structure of an element of the catalog worksheet are given the rules
governing the structure of the entire Worksheet are known.

The central feature of the input design is the fact that to the
computer programs all elements are alike. The input edit program is
designed to read from paper tape, edit, and transcribe to a high speed file
(magnetic tape or random access storage) the catalog worktheet elements.
One program Will accomplish the edit and transcriptiOn'fOr all etements,
whether it is the notes statement or the short coded physical form element.
In other words, there will not be a separate program for each element; a
general purpose input routine, under direction of the input control notice,
will edit and transcribe each element.

The input control notice, describing each element, will be coded by
the library just once and will be held in the computer syttem. The
instructions for coding the input control notice,- the various possible
codes, and the relation of the input control notice to the standard element
of the catalog worksheet are given in a later section.
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The general element of the catalog worksheet will now be described.
It will be seen that all of the elements of the model catalog worksheet
can be constructed by selecting the proper options provided for the
general element. It will also become evident that a very wide range of
catalog data requirements can be met by options available for use with the
general element.

The general element is made up of-four parts:

1. The element dtvider,ZES., a special symbol is punched by the
typist before each new element. This symbol is ricessary for machine
recognition of the start of a new element. The a symbol need not be
pre-printed on the catalog worksheet; instructions for automatically
punching this code should be included in the instructions to the typist.

2. The element number,-a unique identifier, follows the element
divider. Each distinct piece of data, such as author, title, etc. is
entered into a separately numbered element. There may be more than one
element of the same type as in the case of subjects, multiple series,
etc., and each multiple element will bear the same number as a prefix,
followed by a dash and unique number. For example, if there were three
subject entries and the element number for subject were 16, then the
three entries would be numbered 16-1, 16-2, 16-3. The model catalog
worksheet allows 25 different elements, to be numbered consecutively
from 01 to 25. However, the system allows either two numerics or the
alpha character to be used as element numbers. A library might decide,
for example, to mnemonically code certain elements - A for author, S
for subject, etc., or might not want the elements to be consecutively
numbered. The element numbers, one alpha or two numeric, and their
order of appearance on the catalog worksheet are completely arbitrary;
as long as they are properly described on the input control notice.

There are two more possible variations to the form of the element
number.

2A: There may be certain elements (such as bibliographic form in
the model cataloglworksheet which are of fixed length, and contain one or
two character codes only. Keyboarding time would be saved if an element
divider and number did not have to be typed before each of these elements.
The typist would record the codes for all the fixed 1r7..th elements in a
prescribed order on the worksheet, without any divide---- -Ir numbers before
the elements. The input control notice would carry C.. indication that
the corresponding elements are not divided, and would define the length
of each element. The computer program would useA:-ais information to divide
the elements and insert the appropriate tags.
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/.If , for- eXample, a worksheet were designed where elements 20 and 21
were 2 character codes , 22 was a. one-character coded element, and 23 and

3 characters& Oen the ftput... oPTIX1101 :notice, would be coded in thp.
following way :

,204142), :Li i,

4_

:22 4535)

:24.,-49-9111 ,tx

'

: Certain elements..of. the .worksheet :ate almost: every
item cataloged. If these elements are.punched consecutively, and con-

- seCutive :element numbers_ are; used forf theses,-elements4-then:: it is not_
neCesSary-for the element numbers- to: -be keyboarded.: ' The COmputer -can
automatically assign consecutive. -etemen.ti-numbers:, i Each- elementlitutt be

4prededed by an, element. divider: =, If Otte -o-1 -the ,:el-ements A:S not -used :in
-cataloging_ an _item, then; an -extra. el ementi,dividef_ must ibe _This
pignal-pr: the -computer to skip one. -number in. the '..eLement- number. -assignment .

. -
-If; this, option is used, .01_ of the--elements keyboarded, in this -way

must be at the beginning of the. worksheet-v. and. the first Of these -elements
rqust have the number 01. -.The input-controls noticewill, ibe -coded to in-
-dicate.that this option being:.ueedivand to..show the number- mf elements
at the, beginning of- the_ worksheet-, that:are, treated,. in .this: Amy.:

Immediately following. the,element ,number,, or, following- the -

.el,ement -park if the element number is; not expl tly keyboarded are any
special codes; used with the element-4- TheSe: codes are sutrounded-by;.-
angle brackets - <codes)' . The presence of the angle brackets tells the
computer system,that,.codes have, been entered. If -codes are not used,
the' angle brackets need not be present. The coies are of variable -length.
They are alphabetic, numeric , or a combination. If several codes are
entered,Ithey. are separated by..commas. L'

;

'TWO, kinds of codes are-usable*: ,-Indtcator codes' signaLthe computerthat some type of processing.:action, is, to, take place In. connection With
the_ element. Description-, codes give., some characteristic of the element.

Four indicator codes-eare specified for,- "new"-i- "T" _for "trace",
"X"...for "do., not:trace", "Ii" for Ymain entry"., -.Special programming wouldbe required to provide_.additional,indicator codes: There.is no- limit on
the number- and_, kind:: of description: codes-, < except that the. -letters N., T1
M and X cannot be used for- desCription: codes:since they: are used- forindicator codes).

The indicator code "N" is used only in connection with establishedelements. If an element has been designated by the input control notice
as an established element, and if a new forM is to be used in this element
in connection with the cataloging of an item, then two options are avail-able for the establishment of this form,
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The indicator code "N" is used only in connection with established
elements. If an element has been designated by the input control notice
as an established element, and if a new form is to be used in this element
in connection with the cataloging of an item, then two options are avail-
able for the establishment of this form.

An authority file worksheet (described later) can be entered to establish
this form, or the form can be entered on the catalog worksheet along with
the indicator code "N". If the latter option is taken, the computer
system will accept the form as valid and will enter it onto the computer
authority file.
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AiFilinFolLandErinting Form

'As noted above, provision is made for the cataloger to enter a

special filing form in the case where alphabetic sequencing or programmed

filing rulPs will notapproviately file the catalog entry.

When,a filing,fOrn is needed, the cataloger wil.1 enter it immediately

fqlloWing"thc statement field of the elemen't enclosed in'brackets:

<filini korai); In the statement field witl be entered the appropriate

editing marks (described below) indicating which Worda are'to be disregard-

ed and where the new,filing form is to be inserted. If the statenent field

4s:to-be'cOlnpfete1Y *ewritten in-the filing form field, then no 'marks are

.enterekin-the stjethent andthe filing form le preceded by thesymbol,

603.<,

4filing form.-
,

.The editing symbols are used to give the following'initructiOnS to

the Computer:

, I

Everything between these brackets is to be disregarded in

filing.

At the point where this symbol appears, insert the information
shown in the filing form field. When it is used as the first

character in the filing form field, replace the whole statement
with the information shown in the filing form field.

Replace the information between these symbols by the informa-

tion given in the filing form field. If several forms are

entered, they are to be inserted in the sequence in which they

are given in the filing form field: successive ins9rtions ia

the filing form field are separated by the symbol. 11/ .

Here are some examples to illustrate the use of filing symbols and

filing forms:

1) Any information between these marks flwiii be disregarded in filing.

Cruise O'Brien, Connor, 1917- ed.

IThel shaping of modern Ireland.

,Files as : SHAPING OF MODERN IRELAND

Duverger, Maurice, 1917-
rLeil institutions francaises.

Files as : INSTITUTIONS FRANCAISES

Gar2ia Gallegos, JostS.
lEil campo de los muertos.

Files as : CAMPO DE LOS MUERTOS

Note: All examples given under (1) would be rendered invalid If
ft were a part of the_prnmed filing rules of tha computer
to disregard4, in filing, all initial definite articles,. In that
case a provision should be made to allow the cataloger to Relate
the rule whenever the article is to be included in filing.
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2) Any information between these marksniewill be replaced by the
information entered in the filing form field at the end of the
3tatement.

Mentze, Ernset, 1896- ed.

r5tA r.Ferri)
Files as : FEM AAR

[in Danis0

Duverger, Maurice, 1917-
rLa VIe4'ReptIblique et le rhime prelidentiel. (Sixieme>

Files as : SIXIEMF REPUBLIQUE ET LE REGIME PRESIDENTIEL.

O'Brien, Michael Joceph, 1870-

rThe McCartys4of Old Virginid.4MacCartys)
Files as : MACCARTYS OF OLD VIRGINIA

Sheriden, aichard Brins17 Butler, 1751-1816.
rst.4,Patr-lck's day. Saint?

Files as : SAINT PATRICKS DAY

O'Brien, Denis R.
/*The/ Centenary of fRev.4,Sylvester Malone. <Reverend)

Files as : CENTENARY OF REVEREND SYLVESTER MALONE

Lee, Robert Corwin,

rivIr4.Moore, Fmr.
MacCormack

Files as : MISTER

1888-

McCormack4fand the seven seas:41ister4iMister

MOORE MIST& MACCORKACK AND THE SEVEN SEAS

3) The entire statement will be replaced by the information entered
in the filing form field when the symbol4eis used as the first
character in the filing form field. (No symbols are used in the
body of the statement)

Perkins, William, 1558-1602
The Workes Of That Famovs And VVorthy Minister Of Christ in

the Vniuersities of Cambridge.<1Works of that famous and worthy minister
of Christ in the Universities of Cambridge>

Files as : WORKS OF THAT FAMOUS AND WORTHY MINISTER OF CHRIST
IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF CAMBRIDGE
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The filing form will be fo/lOWid,-when necessary, by'ilhe'printing
forth which is also enclosed in brackets -4rinting form? . A printing
form is necessary if'an element is being established on the work sheet,
and a code is to be used for the estebAjmbed form= The printing form must
then be entered on the work sheet and the computer,will enter the printing
forth on the authority file along with the established form. It may be
necessary to write a printing form in cases where the title page of the item
being cataloged does not cOntain the information in the wax the.library wishes
to record,At, this case,the printing form will containL] brackets to
indicate that'fhese-.Worda were notAerOed.froth the title-page,

The printing form will follow the fiang forth_and will be recognized
by the computer as thesecond fleld withObrackets.: If ,c#ay one bracketed
part is present, the, computer will distingdish,the,filing fótm_from the
printing by the presence or absence of the 4/symbol in the Statement field
or in the brackets. If,no symbol is present then the bracKeted words are
the printing form.
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The Use of Special Symbols

This section summarizes the rules for the use of special delimiters

and control symbols on a catalog worksheet designed for use in the

computer catalog maintenance system.

Normal Delimiters

There are two delimiters which are used in normal circumstances to

mark off portions of an element. These are:
A

?
it

Major delimiter
Minor delimiter

If major divisions of the element have been set up by means of
the ZAsymbol, then subdivision within a major division can be carried
out with the I.,21 symbol. However, in addition to this logical distinc
tion, there is a functional distinction in the use of the symbolsAin the
computer system. Delimitation of a sub-elenent by means of the LI
symbol allows the use of certain built-in features of the computer system
on that sub-,eement; that is, if a portion of an element has been marked

off with a ti symbol, then:

1. That portion of the element can be checked against
the machine authority file independent of other portions
of the element:

2. By appropriate indication on the output control card,
that portion of the element can be printed separately:

3. By appropriate indication on ft output control card,
that portion of the element can be excluded from the in-
formation that governs the sorting sequence of entries, or
can be included in the sorting sequence in any position.
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Since the M is not recognized in any of these automatic functions,
it would be necessary to do special programming in order to actually use
information that has been marked off with a T1 This would take the form
of a separate program or a special routine entered into the general purpose
computer system. The principal anticipated uses of the 11 symbol are:

1. To mark off portions of an established form which a specially
prepared filing routine will have to recognize:

2. To mark off portions of an established form in anticipation of
the use of a special program to carry out special searches on these portions:

3. To mark off portions of an established form in anticipation of
the use of a special routine to vary the typography of these portions.

For an established element, then symbol always marks the end of the
established portion of the element. Thus, if parts of an established form
are to be delimited, the 1 symbol must be used.

There are four reasons for which a delimiter might be used with an
element. These are:

1. To allow printing of a portion of an element separately from
other portions of the element, or to allow printing in a different type face:

2. To separately indentify a portion of an element for purposes related
to establishing the correct sequence of entries:

3. To allow extraction of that portion of an element which is the
established form of a name, subject or other concept, and to separate it from
other material which is not part of the established form:

4. To allow special searches on portions of am element.

Note that, as stated above, when theZA delimiter is used, there are
built-in system provisions for accomplishing purposel 12)and 3. There
is no system provision for purpose 4, even when the asymbol is used. The
system is designed for the maintenance of a machine form catalog and the
production of printed outputs; it is not designed for machine searches.

The purposes accomplished by means of the delimiters could be accomplished
by defining each of the delimited portions of an element as a separate element.
However, this can be awkward in some cases, particularly if the number of
such separate sub-elementsis not predictable. The use of a delimiter is
found convenient in the case of names, titles, series and subjects.
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If the name is given along with the relationship to the work, such

as, editor or translator, than a major delimiter can be used to separate the

name from the designation of relationship. Since the major delimiter terminates

the established form for machine purposes, the designations, such as translator

or editor, will not be included in the match against the authority file, and

this is what is desired. Within the name it may be desirable to delimit for

possible future refinements in typography, possible special searches, or

possible special programminaa, to be included in a filing rules program. If

this is to be done, than the g symboi should be used to delimit each portion

of the name. For instance, current planning at the Library of Congress is

to include delimiters that would mark off the following portions of a name:

name, honorary title, date or other qualifier.

Within a title it may be useful to delimit three portions:

1. The short title:

2. The complete title, and

3. The title extension.

TheAdelimiter should be used for these divisions. Tbis will allow

completely autamatic system control on any of these portions. Since

frequently the short title and the complete title are the same thing, the

second of these sub-elements will often not be present, and it will Le

necessary to insert an extra delimiter to mail the absence of this sub-

element. Because of this, it would probably be more convenient to set up

the title as two elements. The first would be the title proper, with a

delimiter to mark tbe end of the shorttitle if there is a short title. The

second would be the title extension established as a separate element.

The established series name its often followed by a qualifier such

as the number of the series. A L.2. symbol delimiter can be used between

these portions.

With subjects the use of delimiters to mark the subject heading

into main heading and sub-beading portions can be useful. Whereas, it is

doubtful that this would be used for typographic purposes, it may be useful

for sorting, for special searching, and to allow certain sub-headings to be

established independently of the main heading. Generally, if the sub-

heading portions of a subject heading are to be marked off, tke tIdelimiter

should be used. This is necessary since the presence of theAta symbol marks

the end of an established form.
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However, there are certain cases in which it would be valuable to

use the .6 for the subdivision. This is in the case of what has been termed

in the computer specifications "universal sub-headings." These are sub-headings

which have wide applicability in combination with many major headings and it
is desirable to be able to establish them once and to use them in combination
without establishing each combination. Such headings would be form subdivisions

and perhaps geographicai subdivisions. In these cases, the subheadings should

be preceded by theLdelimiter.

The principal use of thell delimiter will probably be in connection with
the delimitation within established forms. Note that in this case it is not

necessary to write the 1::( symbol on the catalog worksheet if the form has

already been established. The fisymbols will have been entered at the time of
establishment. They will be carried in the machine master files. They need

not be used afterward on input worksheets. Thus, thell symbol in such cases
would only be used on the authority file worksheet; or if the establishment
of new forms from the catalog worksheet is permitted, they would be used the
first time that a new form is used on the catalog worksheet.

Exception Delimiter

The input control notice contains information which tells the computer
which elements are established and which are not established, and which also
can tell the computer which portions of an element are established or not
established in the case where the,adelimiter is used to divide an element into
sub-elements. Occasional exceptions to the definition of established or non-
established elements or s elements can occur. To accommodate these, the
exception delimiter, the is used.

The4delimiter preceding an element or sub-element indicates that the
normal definition of its established or von-established status given on the
input control notice is to be reversed.

One use of this would occur in connection with libraries whieh catalog
individthsl articles and journals. In same eases the practice is to put these
under subject headings only and not to make an author entry. In this case
the information appearing in the main entry element does not generate an entry
and the ame is not established. Such a main entry element would be preceded .

by the

Another instance could occur in connection with subject headings where
it might be desired to include a non-established qualifier as a sub-heading to
an established main-heading. The input control notice would have indicated
that normally all portions of a subject heading are established. In this
exceptional case, the non-established sub-heading would be preceded by a
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Making Changes Iblhe'Catalog Entry

--To,change an-existing Catalog entry, the catalog work sheet will be used

Witn a "C" (for change) inserted in the top line following the identification
"CW": 'The cataloger will enter the item number and any changes in the correspond-

ing elemeni-. Except'for chAngea to the codes (enclosed in( >brackets) the

complete element must be rewritten in order to change any field within the

element. The computer program will replace the element with the new information.

Other elements will not be affected.

For example, to- change.the filing folm of a title, the whole element should
,

be rewritten:

McCormack Will

changed entry:

05 KT) I-Mr. Moore , T-Mr. 4;MCCormick and the seven

seas <MiSter 4, his ter)

file Under Mc 'unless a new filing form is inserted:

05 (r) FMr.4,Moore,f7Mr.'McCormack4(and the seven
seasl cMiateri,Mister MacCormack>

, ,

The computer will replace the original-element 05 with the changed element;
'the reMaining elenents will-not be affected-.

In. order to delete an element, the same proCedure is..used. The correct
fitemLnumber is entered in the appropriated position on the catEifog wOrk

C, and the delete symbol D is inserted-following the eleMent number to
_be deleted.

original entry: 17-2 <P> Zola, Emile, 1840-1902.

deleted entry:. 17-2 D

In this case the library had decided that it does not want to trace Emile
Zola as the second added entry., The D symbol entered in element 17-2 on the

'catalog, worksheet will cause the removal of Emile Zola in the tracings field
from:all entries generated.for the iteM, and will also delete the added entry
with-the heading Zola, Emile-editor.'

In order to change a code only, the whole element need not be
The new code should be entered within the brackets and.the rest of
is Ieft blank. The computer will retain the information contained

"amd'insert the new-codes'

original entry: 05 <T> rst. 4 Patrick's day. <Saint >

changed entry : 05<X)
X-no tracing-entered in 05 will delete the title entry.

rewritten.
the element
in the element
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The Input Control Notice

The input control notice (Fig.2) is coded for each element in order
to describe to the input edit programs certain characteristics of the catalog
record that are subject to variation depending on the worksheet design.

INPUT

1:1

Krky

CONTROL

Sfft. Aviirt"

NOTICE
III t HI i

ELEMENT NO, ArFZIo .

X

T
fiEtAl'i NE

ocsountON
EnallIIMML

COUSmoltIVIC , Its
ii

1
* ti
M

*

-,----"-'-----,...

FIG. 2

Preprinted in the top left is an I which identifies this form as an input
control notice. Two spaces are provided for numbering this particular control
notice to differentiate it from other input notices that may have been coded for
the system.

As noted above, it may save keyboarding time if the element number is not
keyboarded for those elements of the catalog worksheet that are usually present,
such as item and class number, author, title, publisher, date, etc. These
elements will be placed as the first elements on the worksheet. The input con-
trol notice has provision for entering the first element number that is to be
keyboarded. Immediately after the I and notice number, there are two spaces
followed by theiA symbol into which the first element number to be keyboarded is
entered. The programs will supply the corresponding element numbers, as pre-
scribed on the input control notice until it reaches this specified element,
and will then expect the rest of the element numbers to be explicitly keyboarded.
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. For each element'on the catalog wofksheet, one line of information

must now be entered. .

In the first column the element number as it is written on the catalog

worksheet is transcribed. It can be entered in four different forms:

1. Two numeric chara^t.,re (00..99)

2. Any one alphabetic character (A-Z)

3. Two numeric characters or one alpha character followed by a

.description of the size of the element (in parentheses).

;

Example 03(1,4) describes element 03 as the first four

characters

Example : 8(1243),- describes element B as the twelfth and

- thirteenth characters.

4. Two numeric characters or one alpha character followed by a period,

and consecutive numbers 1 - 99. This is used to give separate specifi-

cations for each sub-element-of an element. For instance, if elements

12:1 and 12.2are listed separately,,it is possible to specify one

as established and the other as non-established. If only 12 is

listed, then the specification holds for all sub-elements.

- The second column-internal element number-is used in case.it Is necessary

,to createcompatible.cataloging data from information previously prepared

Ion different worksheets with different-elements.

A. Separate libraries may have been preparing machine-readable catalog

-files with different-catalog morksheets and tqould now like to pro-

cess their data together..

B.: knew element was added to ,the catalog worksheet and caused.the

renumbering of,several other elements on thenew worksheet.

In both of the above cases, the element numbers as they appear on the

new worksheet, should be entered in the first column, and the corresponding

internal element numbers should-be entered preceded by an Asterisk, in the

next, column.

, For example, if the_library had been using 24 elements 'and now created

a 25th element that must-be-inserted after element 18, then the new 19 would

be enetred,.in the first,column, the,internal,element number would-be 25, and

the rest of the elements 20-25 would be 'entered in.the first column followed

by the old numbers 19-24 in the next column.
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Element No.
Internal

Element No.

19 25
20 19
91 9n

22 21
23 22
24 23
25 24

With this scheme, internally, all of the old elements would retain
their prior numbers (20-25 will be 19-24), and the new element 19 is labeled '25.

If the element is always to generate an entry, this information is enteed
in the next column - "MI' for main entry, and "T" for any tracing. The programs
will recognize these codes, and cause the appropriate entry to be automatically
generated, unless an "X", for "do not trace", is entered on the catalog work-
sheet in the corresponding element.

There are instances in which it is convenient to use the major element
subdivider,L, , not to indicate subdivisions of an element but to mark off items
of information that are really separate elements. For instance, if the libriry
has several collettions and if one item can appear in more than one of these
collections, it is convenient to designate 4 single element for collection
code and to enter all collection codes in the space for this element, separating
the collection codes by theLS,symbol. These collection codes are not sub-
divisions of same larger entity; each is really a separate element, It is
necessary that this distinction be made to the computer system, because there
are some differences in the way in which the computer will treat the case in
which theAsymbol indicates a subdivision and the case in which it indicates
a separate element. The column of the input control notice labelecL"separate
element" is used for this purpose, If nothing is entered in this column, the
LSsymbol delimits subdiviRions, If S appears in this column, then, for the
element number indicated,LNdenotes separate elements, each with the same
element number and with dash numbers assigned in the order in which the elements
appear on the worksheet (e.g., 25-1, 25-2, etc.)

An element that is not established does not get an entry in the next
position. Two blanks will be recognized by the computer as a code for a non-
established element. If the element is established, and on the main authority
file, 00 is entered here. Any auxiliary authority file elements must have the
corresponding auxiliary authority file number entered in this column, For
instance, for the model catalog worksheet, the following numbers could be used,
for the auxiliary authority files;

01-language code
02-physical form
03-biblipgraphic form
04-collection code

It may be necessary to do some special editing of certain eleme, sl before
generating the machine record.
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A two character coda, used to identify.the routine, is entered in the

next position. For the model worksheet, there are no elements that require

any special editing. However, if it becomes necessary to program any edit

routines, they will be identified by a-two.character code (a table of codes

will be maintained in the cOmputér),. and entered on the input control notice.

The last entry on the 'Ontrol notice is the list of fixed and valid

description codes and indicators for each element. For the model worksheet

fixed description codei.could be assigned as follows:

Description Element No. Fixed Descr. Codes

Conventional Title 04 CT

Series 1419 SR

Topical Subject 16 TS

The fixed description codes are automatically entered on the authority

file by the programs for the ,specified elements when they are established

on a catalog worksheet.

The valid description codes and indicators for each element are entered

in the next column.

The asymbol following the element numbers and description codes, the
asterisk preceding the internal element number, and theiAsymbol following

the first element number to be explicitly keyboarded are all necessary to

delimit variable length data from preceding and following fixed length infor-

mation.
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The Delete Worksheet

In order to completely withdraw an item,from the catalog-a special work
shoat 40 prnv4A0a wh4oh Alinwc rivA lerhdrAwAl of np to 50 items on one input

sheet.

DELETE WORK SHEET

DW
ITEM NUMBER I ITEM NUMBER

FIG. 3

DW in the top left corner identifies the work sheet as delete. The library
will merely enter the item number of each item to be deleted and the computer
will remove from the catalog files all entries generated for the item.
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THE AUTHORITY FILE WORKSHEET

The meaning of the term "authority file" as used here is extended
beyond the usual meaning in library work. Any element which must be
written in one of a number of predefined forms given in a list is called
"established". The list of established forms will be called an "authority
file". Thus, the "language" element of the model catalog worksheet is an
established element. The list of established language codes maintained by
the machine will be called a language code authority file.

The authority files are also used for other purposes than the recording
and checking of established forMs. The authority file procedura for the
computer allows a code to be.assigned to each established form. The code
can be used in cataloging and the computer will substitute the fully expanded
form in all printed output. The use of such codes in an element such as the
language element is not uncommon. Thus, the cataloger might write FR as the
language code,'and the computer will supply !Trench" in the printed output.
However, the system also allOws the use of codes with subject and name headings
This makes available the iateresting poSsibility of,assigning codes to the
subject and name authority files, The cataloger could pdck up the code when
he did the authority file lookup and could use the,code on the catalog work-
sheet.

The authority file is also used to supply a filing form for established
forms and to retain description codes for established forms.

Two authority files will be maintained in the computer. The main
authority file will contain established subjects and names - personal and
corporate, and established forms fo l. all subheadings that may be nsed in
combination with any main heading - the universal subheadings. The auxiliary
authority file is intended for use with elements which are never used as
headings for catalog entries, but have been assigned established forms or codes;
for example, language, physical form, collection code, etc.

The authority file worksheet is used for both the main and auxiliary
authority files to establish new authority, make changes to existing entries,
and delete completely from the files.
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The following forms will be established on the main authority file:

anonymous classics
conventional titles
corporate names
personai names
series

subjects
uniform headings
universal subheadings

The following forms will be established on the auxiliary authority file:

bibliographic form
collectiOn code
language code
physical form

As described above, net,/ atthority can also be established using a catalog
worksheet. However, this iS true Only for a Main authority file, A universal
subheading or an auxiliary authority file entry must be established with an
authority worksheet. The Use of the Catalog worksheet for establishing new
main headings is also limited to the case where the authority entry does not
call for any notes, public or cataloger, and it does not carry any cross-references-
see or see also.. In the event that there iS a need for notes or cross-references,
an authority worksheet Must be cotpletedi

Fig. 4 is a sample authority file Worktheet.
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AF
ESTABLISHED FORM

39.

AUTHORITY FILE WORKSHEET

FOR SUBHEADINGS ONLY

Partialtio
Sequence.' Heading Heading

I

I. FILING PORN

2. CODE

3. DESCRIPT(ON CODES

4. CATALOGER NOTE

5. PUBLIC NOTE

S-SA-SF-SAF

CROSS REFERENCES: See, See Also, See From, See Also From

Cross Reference Identification

FIG.4

-*111=11
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AF will be preprinted in the i.:op left and classifies this input as an

authority file worksheet.

If a new entry is being established, "N" is entered in the space

following AF. If an existing entry is being changed, "C" is entered in this

space. l'o delete any entry completely from the authority file, "D" is

entered in this position.

The next position is used to identify the type of authority file entry.
If the worksheet is establishing an entry on the main authority file that

may be used as a universal subheading, then an "S" is entered in this position.

If the universal subheading is to be separated from the main heading by a
comma, then a comma must be written following the"S". If a dash is to separate

the headings, the the "S" alone §hould be written. The program will automatically

insert the dash in place of thejasymbol which is written on the catalog work-

sheet.

If an entry to the auxiliary authority file is being established, then
a file number must be inserted in this position. This file number will inform
the program which auxiliary file to search in order to match on the authority file.

For instance, for the model catalog worksheet, the following file
numbers could be used:

language code 01

physical form 02
bibliographic form03
collection code 04

The next 3 boxes, top row to the right, are to be used only for certain
universal subheadings, when it is desired to override the rules set down in

the output control record.

1. In some cases it may be desirable to establish a universal subheading
vhich will not affect the filing sequence of the heading-subheading combination;
filing will be based on the main heading only. In this case a "Q" is entered

in the box labeled NO SEQUENCE.

For example, a library might establish certain designations (qualifiers)
such as tr. for translator, ed. for editor, etc. (these are not true subheadings,
but are established wLth the same mechanism), and would want these designations
printed in the tracings, but would aot desire to group all translator added
entries together, all editor added entries together, etc.; a Q entered in the
first box would accomplish this. The designation would print in the entry,

but woild not affect the filing.
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(Note: Additional means of controlling the effect of universal sub-
headings on sequence will be described in the discussion of the output
control notices.)

2. For book catalogs, the general rule will most likely be that each
new heading-subheading combination will print before its entries. How-

ever, the library might decide for a particular subheading to repeat only
the universal subheading. In this case a "P" is entered in the box
labeled PARTIAL HEADING.

For example, geographical universal subheadings might be treated in
this fashion; only the geographical subdivisions would print instead of
the whole heading-subheading combination.

EDUCATION

- FRANCE (followed by entries)
- GERMANY n n n

- SPAIN n n n

etc.

3. For certain subdivisions or qualifiers the library might decide that
no heading should print at all. In this case an"H" is entered in the
box labeled NO HEADING. The example cited in number 1 above - the use of
designations such as translator, editor, etc., might apply here. A
library might decide to use these designations lor retrieval (or perhaps,
grouping), yet not desire to have any part of the heading print at a
break in sequence. All entries for particular main heading would
be printed in designated sequence without any reprinting of the heading
or subheading.

If the subheading is not to be included in the sequence (Q), then
it is obvious that it should not be printed as a heading. The program
will automatically assume that all non-sequenced subheadings will not
print. However, there may be sub-headings that will not print (H), but
still be included in the sequencing of an entry. This information will
be carried on the authority file and supplied to the programs chat pre-
duce the catalog entry headings. Sequencing and heading printing
be suppressed for the cases in which the respective boxes have been
filled in.

To cuiplete the author!ty file worksheet, the cataloger will enter
the estLolished form and appropriate information in elements 1 to 5.
Not all elements will be present for allauthority entries. If an element
does not apply to a particular authority entry, it is 3imply left blank.
After the five elements, the cataloger will enter any see, see also,
see from, or see also from references in the prescribed positions.
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-ESTABLISHED FORM

This identifies_theauthority,file entry,, Here the, cataloger will

enter the, exact form in which the heading:is to be established and printed

in the catalog. In a system where _authority information is not coded, the

established:form will,be used:by the computerto uniquely identify each

aut*mi t_YJile,entryo,further identify an ,entry.the'cataloger may have

to enter.the heading,plus some desdriPtive data euch as "Sedgewick, Nathaniel -

Elephant Hunter".,

For auxiliary aUthority file_entries 7 language, physical form, biblih.-

graphic:form,,and.ccollection,Htherestablished form is not the, code entered

on'rthe,datalog.wOrksheet.., P1 )mde,is entered inTelement,2, described.

below. For the 'established form,,,the,daialoger will enter.the appropriate

printing form for eachof these'-cOdes:_-'Por'eXaMpie, ENGLISH lor ENG,

PHONORECORD for PH, DOCTORAL DISSERTATION for DD etc.

The system allOsw headings on the'main authority file to be coded

also. Thus, a library mayuse,an approadh in which each subject and name

-

heading,is assigned an:identifYing code,which is printed in the authority
,

.file-Iisting., The cataloger
"

can then enter the identifying code on the

woiksheet,instead of entering the'established_form. The computer system
, -, ., . . . ,

idll_Opply Elie established 'form on proof Copy and on catalog outputs.
,

_ . .._.._ . -- .

._

FILING FORM'

_

_

As'described in the datalg Worksheet,discussion, it may be necessary,

at time to-enter i reePelling'of the eitablished form for filing purposes.

For the authority worksheet, a separate element is provided for the filing

_The:cataloger must enter a respelling of the established form in
order,to property _sequence Ole headtn.

'.
. ,For exiithlife,If'the.estab4shed form were St. Francis, then in 03

the cataloger woad enter Saint Francis.

'CODE

It is anticipated that this.:,element will _be used mostly, for auxiliary

authority 'file entries .-For-instance, in connection with the. model catalog
vorktheet,the codes for language, collection, etc. would be.entered,here.
-If:a. library were:Wcode the main authority file, then the established
co-de would, be:entered_in:this position,, and the printing form Would be

entered forthe:establiShed.form. -In all cases of coded authority file
,entries the Computer Will'search and maidh on the codes.
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3. DESCRIPTION CODES

In this element the cataloger must enter the description codes that are
used to appropriately describe the established form. The codes used here would
be the same as those used when establishing a new form on the catalog worksheet.
In addition, some codes not used on the catalog workgheet would probably be
used here. For instance, in a system employing the model catalog worksheet, the
following description codes would be used:

A - Anonymous classic
C - Miscellaneous corporate body
CF - Proceedings of a conference or symposium
CT - Conventional title
G - Government agency
P - Personal name
S - Society or institution
U - Uniform heading

In addition, certain other description codes used on the authority file
worksheet would not be used with the catalog worksheet. This is because these
description codes would be designated on the input control notice as fixed
description codes associated with one of the elements. The machine would
automatically assign the proper description code to a new form established for
one of these elements. For instance, in a system using the model catalog
worksheet, the following codes not used on the catalog wofksheet could be
used on the authority file worksheets

SR - Series
TS - Topical subject

When a divided catalog is to be produced, then it may be necessary to
assign description codes which restrict certain authority file headings for use
in only one portion of the catalog. This is only necessary if the same heading
is to appear in two (or more) divisions of the catalog and different cross-
references or different notes are to appear in the two catalog divisions. In
such a case, it is necessary to indicate which authority file worksheet applies
to which catalog. To do this, description codes should be assigned which
indicate the intended use of the information on the authority file worksheet.
For instance, suppose that a division into a subject catalog and an author
catalog is made. A personal name could appear in either catalog. Suppose differ-
ent cross-references were to appear in the two catalog divisions. Then the name
would have to be established twice, once with each set of cross-references.
In order to distinguish which set of cross-references applies to which catalog,
distinguishing description codes should be assigned. In the case under
consideration, one might assign:

J - Used as subject heading
E - Used as name main or added entry.
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Note that this distinction need be
different note§ or cross-referefides are
two diffetent.seCtiOns of the dtog:'-
.use -these special deaCriOtion,cbdetio

tilde only in the task in,*which

to tiptAiti for the sate heading in
no Other cate is ,it neceSeary to

4. CATALODER NOTE

Any information entered here t8 for-nae of.-the cetatoger only. This-

note will be printed at 'Sart of fhe authority file liating, bUt will not be

present in the Otblic Catalog. The CatalogerWiltenter the.nOtk:as it is to

be printed in the AuthOrity file.

5,, PUBLIC NOTE

This note Will
catalog.

S SEE REFERENCES

s.

--

appear in bOth the atithority file iiiting,,and An the public

:This eletent it 1,Sed tO-enter,the,See'referencettlor 'An establithed form

that will have-no Catalog entries tinder-the lieeditig; ekcept-'the:See references.

-It k_See reference isApeing get-40-0-rthetataloger'wittenter the'letter
S ih the firSt cblumn._ Toli0Wing the,trobS=referenceAdentifidatiOn
must be entéted4 It mUSt be a fort eitedAy7eStabLished,on fhetaitiauthkirity:
file; and the kstabIiShed fOrt that With entered-on tht authoritY fileYOr-
catalog workSheet; When this fort Was f5teViodii1y established; bust hot,/ be

entered as the ctost,refetenct identificatiOn.

For example; in order tb ebt..4blibh the folioWing SEE re#erende:

SoCiety of RoSiCtudiana; inc4- -SEE, Sódietat tosictudiana fin America.

the cataloger makeS the foilOWing-entrits the Adthority File- VorkSheet:

Established form: Society bE)Zoolcruciati§; ihdt.
Description code: g f.

Cross references: 8 SoCietaS-robidruciana ih-Atericai

(Note that.under Description Code; S atandsjor-Society or,institutiOn;
under Cross referendes; S Stands tor SEE reference) -

The above example assumea that when 8ociatet rOgiatuciatit' in Aterica-was
firat established, no SEE' FROM reference Was Made for Society of ROtttrUcians,
inc. Had the SEE FROM referente been briginally_Made; it Wald have Caused
the autotatic generation of the SEE referenae illuStrated above.
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If more than one see reference is entered for any one established form,
then the S elements are numbered consecutively by ehe cataloger with dashes -

S-1, S-2 etc. To change or delete one of these cross-references, the cataloger
refers to the dashed numbers.

SA. SEE ALSO REFERENCES

This element is used to enter the see also references for an established
form. The cataloger will enter the letters SA. Following this, the cross-
referenced identification must be entered. The same rules, as described above

for the see references, apply here.

When a see or se6 also reference is entered into the system, the programs
will automatically set up the respective see from or see also from entries (the
"from" entries will not print in the public catalog; ehey will appear only in the
authority file listing). However, there will be cases where the cataloger will
explicitly enter a see fram and see also from cross-reference and the programs
wilt automatically generate the corresponding see and see also reference. This
is accomplished with elements SF and SAF.

SF. SEE FROM REFERENCES

This element is used to explicitly enter the see from references for a
newly established form. SF is entered in the first column.

An explicit see from reference will be entered by the cataloger when
establishing a new form, to which previously established entries must now refer
with a see reference. The see from reference recorded in element SF for a
new entry will cause the automatic generation of a see reference at the
corresponding prior entry.

For example, if the library had already established a SEE reference
from ELECTRICITY, STATIC to ELECTRIC MACHINES, and was now establishing a new
subject heading ELECTROSTATICS which also calls for a SEE reference from
ELECTRICITY, STATIC, then on the Authority File Worksheet for ELECTROSTATICS
the cataloger will enter, among other possible cross-references:

SF Electricity, Static

At this point, the heading ELECTRICITY, 3TATIC will read as follows:

ELECTRICITY, STATIC

SEE

ELECTRIC MACHINES
ELECTROSTATICS
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SAF, SEE ALSO FROM REFERENCES

This element is used to explicitly enter the see also from references for

a newly established form. SAF is entered in the first column followed by the

cross-referenced established form.

An explicit see also from reference will be entered by the cataloger when

establishing a new form, to which previously established entries must now refer

with a see also reference. The see also from recorded in element SAF for a new

entry will cause the automatic generation of a see also reference at the corres-

ponding prior entry.

For example, when the library is esabli'shing for the first time the subject

heading INSURANCE, MARINEthe cataloger makes the following entries on the Autho-

rity File Worksheet:.

Established form : Insurance, Marine

Description code : TS

Cross references : SAF-1 Contracts, Maritime
SAF-2 Insurance, Property.

This will cause the two headings CONTRMTS, MARITIME and INSURANCE, PROPERTY -

both of which had been previously establ'shed - to contain a SEE ALSO reference

to the new subject heading INSURANCE, MARINE.
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Use of Authority File Worksheet

As noted above, the authority file worksheet is used to add, change, or
delete an authcrity file entry.

To establish for the first time a new entry on the authority file, an "N"
is entered following the AF, and the rest of the sheet is completed.

To change an existing entry, a "C" is entered in this space, and any
element that is to be changed is entered in the appropriate space in its new
form. The computer program will enter the new element in the corresponding
element of authority file entry for this established form.

To delete an element, the "C" is entered as above and the delete symbol D
is entered under the element that is to be deleted.

To delete an entire entry, a "D" is entered following AF, and the established
form is entered. This is all the.information that is necessary; the computer
will search the authority file and delete this established form completely from
the files.

In many cases, heading-subheading combinations will not need separate
authority file worksheets. As noted previously, the system allows the use of
heading combinations by establishing universal subheadings separately, and
entering the combination on the catalog worksheet with the divider symbola.

However, even in these cases it may be necessary to enter specific notes
(public or catalogrr) or see or see also references for this particular combina-
tion. When this is desired, the authority worksheet is used without any "N"
or "C" entered after the AF. This field will be ignored by the program. The
input will be accepted as "new" or as a "change" depending on whether or not
there is a matching record present on the file.

As the established form the cataloger will enter the heading-subheading
combination with the divider symbol A separating the subheadings. The
notes or the cross-references are the only allowable elements for a heading-
subheading established form (when the subheading is universal).

If a subheading is not universal, then a heading combination using this
subheading will be established on the authority file as one heading. For example:

BUILDINGS, PREFABRICATED
MOON - TABLES

Though the combination is established as one
matching will be done on thgt complete heading, it
able to search or retrieve on only one portion of

heading, and authority file
is still desirable to be
the heading combination.
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To accomplish this logical division, the heading - subheading combination is

established with thek4 symbol entered before each subheading. ThetZsymbol
will serve as a delimiter only and the cataloger will enter all punctuation

for the h-ading-subheading combination.

BUILDINGS i, PREFABRICATED
MOON1/ - TABLES

On the authority file certain see references will be flagged with a code
that will cause authomatic transformation of any LC headings that will entered

in this form. For example, LC uses WALTZES, subdivided by medium when possible,

e.g. WALTZES (PIANO), for music. A library specializing in the dance might not

find us'_ul to indicate the musical medium in every dance score it catalogs
and might prefer to catalog all waltz scores under WALTZES(MUSIC) irrespective

of the instrumental arrangement involved. The authority file entry for the
cross-reference WALTZES (PIANO) see WALTZES (MUSIC) will be flagged to signal
to the computer that the LC form WALTZES (PIANO) is unacceptable and should

automatically be transformed to WALTZES (MUSIC).

In order to accomplish this transformation, the cataloger will enter "TR"
enclosed in angle brackets, <TR) , imedi ately following the see reference
identification. Of course, if there is more than one see reference for this
heading only one may contain the <TR>.

The authority file worksheet can also be used to enter a "do not establish
entry" for use with LC headings that are not acceptable to the library. For

example, special collections such as Dance, Art, etc., cannot accept the broader
LC subject headings. In this case, the authority file worksheet is completed
by entering the established form in the identification field followed by the
letters "DNE" enclosed in angle brackets - 'DNE> . A filing form and cataloger

note may also be entered.

When an LC heading matches this entry on the authority file, the program
will appropriately flag this heading on the printed catalog proof copy. The

cataloger will note this flag and avcid unnecessary investigation.

Established Form Change

It is not permissible to use the authority file worksheet to change the
established form of an Amthority entry. A special input sheet is provided for

this purpose. Figure 5 is a sample established form change sheet.
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wyks...

EF

ESTABLISHED FORM

CHANCE TO

2

FIG. 5

Preprinted in the top left are the lettersEF which identify this input
. as a change to the established form. In element 1, the cataloger enters the
established form that is to be changed. The new form is then entered in
element.2.

The new form must have already been established or must now be established
4in a separate authority file worksheet. If the new form is not found on the
authority file, the EF input will be rejected as an error.

Effect of Changes and Deletions

The change or deletion in the authority file itself can be accomplished
by the machine system with no great difficulty. However, the problem of
making logically related changes to entries (which have already been made
under the headings) that are affected by the change or deletion is an extremely
complex one. The simplest solution is to make no automatic changes to entries,
but instead to leave the library staff to decide what should be the effect on
entries of changes to the authority file, and to initiate the appropriate entry
changes. This is quite similar to what must be done under present methods.
It should be slightly better under the machine system since entry changes should
be easier to execute under the machine system than under preserr methods.

It would, however, be unfortunate if it were necessary to take this approach.
A great advantage that may be achievable through use of the machine system is
to be able to reorganize catalog files without the great difficulty and labor which
this involves today. The key to this is the automatic adjustment of entries as
a result of changes to the authority file. Consequently a rather complete system
of automatic generation of entry changes is specified here.
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It should be noted that three files are involved - the main authority

file which contains headings only, and is in sequence by the identification

(established form or code); the catalog file which contains headings and

entries and is in sequence by filing form; and the auxiliary authority file

which is in sequence by the established codes. A change in any authority

entry will not only affect the authority files involved, but will result

in changes in the catalog files as well.

1. Any changes to the print or filing form, description codes, cataloger

or public notes in the authority file will be carried over to the appropriate

heading recol-d in the catalog file.

2. The cataloger or public notes, and the cross refererce information
will never be used in the body of a catalog entry. However, the established

form and description codes may have been carried onto the body of the entry.
If so, any changes to be made will affect all entries following the head-

ing on the authority file. If information from any of these elements had
been carried over into any other entry in th 2. catalog, then a change will

be generated in the other entries as well.

3. If a change is made to the filing form, then the heading record and
all entries that follow will be removed from the catalog file and refiled
in a new position.

4. If a change is made to the established form then all entries that
were filed under the old heading will be refiltj in accordance with the

new information.

5. When a change is made to a see, see also, see from, or see also from
reference, the change will affect the authority file and the catalog file;
and, in addition, see from, see also from, see, and see also references
will be generated at the referenced points in the authority file.

6. If a see reference is entered for a heading where none had existed
before, all entries that had previously been under the heading will be
removed and transferred to the newly referenced heading.

7. If a heading is deleted, every entry under that heading will be pro-
cessed as if a catalog worksheet change had been entered which contained
a deletion of the element that caused the generation of the heading. In

other words, tlie catalog files will be searched and every mention of the
heading, either in tracings or in a heading, will be removed from the files.
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SPECIAL REQUEST NOTICE

There may be cases when the Library will require a change in the pro-
cedures associated with the printing of catalog card proof copy, or the in-

clusion of error free catalog entries in the catalog. Fig. 6 is a sample
special request notice which will be used to enter requests for a change in

procedure.

SPECIAL REQUEST NOTICE

SR ITEM NUMBER

1) PRINT CARDS

2) PRINT PROOF COPY `.

3) ENTER NOW 1:1

4) HOLD UNTIL

FIG. 6

The notice is identified by the letters "SR" in the top left corner.
Following this the item number is written in. A request for the printing of
catalog cards for an item already cataloged is accomplished by inserting a check
in element 1. If the cataloger requests an extra proof copy and error diagnostic,
a check is inserted in element 2.

There may be cases when the library requires that a par.,:icular entry be
included in the catalog immediately without the automatic delay. As described
below in the discussion of procedures, there will be an automatic delay between
the printing of proof copy and the inclusion of the entry into the computer files.
In other words, after proof copy has been delivered by the computer, the computer
will wait a preset time period (to be decided by the library), and if no correc-
tions are received, will assume that it may now be put in the error-free files.
If a library requires, because of the printing schedule or any other reason,
that a particular entry be immediately included in the files, then element 3-of
the SR notice should be checked.
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In case the library desires to delay automatic inclusion into the
computer files, element 4 bf-the SR-notice is checked. If a specific
date for inclusion is known it is entered on the SR notice immediately
following the check in standard date form - MO/DA/YR. If no date'is
entered, the computer will delay inclusion into:the files until an SR
notice to enter now is completed. All held entries catalog and
authority - will be listed on the error reminder notice.

NEW TITLE NOTICE

Though the new title notice, if used, is the first in?ut for any
item acquired by a library, the description of this input has been pre-
sented last since the computer maintained cataloging system is complete
without the new title notice, as long as all cataloging is original, and
no acquisition system is lifiked to the cataloging process.

However, one of the major savings in.the proposed system is the
automatic inclusion of machine - readable catalog copy forwarded by the
Library of Congress. The system is designed to accept this information
and print it on worksheets for cataloger review and inclusion into the
catalog files. Secondly, it is inevitable that once automatic procedures
are instituted for cataloging, acquisitions and administrative functions
will also be included in the automated system (because of this many
facets of the system have been designed in a general fashion to allow
for the additons and changes that will eventually be incorporated into
the system). The new title notice will be used to extract LC data and
acquisitions information from the master fnes, whenever this data will
be helpful to the cataloger.

During the.first stages of implementation, before LC copy has been
included In the system, the cataloger will enter all cataloging informa-
tion on the catalog worksheets as-described above. Once the system 'has
grown and is receiving and storing LC,machine - readable catalog informa-
tion, the new title notice should bemsed first. If the LC card number
is available, that Ls all that need-be,entered. The computer will seardh
the files for the matching LC card number and print the LC copy on a
proof copy worksheet. The cataloger will review-the -LC copy and make
any changes-that may be necessary. Only the changes will be rekeyboarded.
If the LC number is not available, then the'new title notice should con-
tain the data necessary to 'successfully search the LC files alphabetically.
This has-not yet been determined, but it willTrobably be necessary to
enter author, title, publisher, edition,.and date. The computer will
search :the files for this Item, and if it ts found, the proof copy work-
sheet will be printed. If the LC-copy is not found in the files, then the
printed worksheet will .contain,the.information ,originally submitted on
the new title notice - author, title, etc.
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For the cataloging system onlY, thelunction of the new title notice is

to initiate a computer search for LC copy. However, once the acquisition

system has been automated the new title notice plays a more important role.

For itema ordered from vendors, the entry of the order IntO the system serves

as the new title notice,,and when the item- is received at the library and a

notice of receipt is entered into the system,the search is made, and a priof

copy wOrksheet is printed by the computer. For items received-as gifts or

automatic on.approvals, a new title notice is entered upon receipt, of the

item at the library, and the coMputer will search the filei,and -print a proof

copy worksheet. It will also be used in'the acquisition system to generate

process control worksheets for receiving, accounting, and shipping, and

create an entry in the computer files so that ordering,=billing and related

procedures can be carried out before cataloging is complete.
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II OUTPUT

The following outputs will be produced:

I. book catalogs
2. catalog cards
3. catalog proof copy
4. error listings
5. error reminder notices
6. authority file
7. authority file audit listing

The basic output of the system is the catalog. Because of the differences
between book form and card catalogs, they will be described below separately.
For both book and card catalogs the output control notice will provide infor-
mation to the programs that will define the content and format of the various
entries. For book catalogs, it will also control the sequencing within either
a dictionary form or divided catalog,

For every cdtalog worksheet entered, proof copy and error listings will
be prefmred. These will be checked by catalogers (or revisors, as the case
may be). Periodically, all errors that have not been corrected by the staff
will be printed on an error reminder notice. The combination of proof copy,
error listings, and error reminder notices should serve not only as a rigid
control for catalog entries, but diould also speed up the error correcting
procedures.

Periodically, cumulative authority file listings, main and supplement, will
be printed for staff use. In order to control the upd,4-ing of the authority
files, an audit listing will also be produced. This will show all changes made
to the authority file since the last printing - what the entry contained before
the Change and what it contains now, and any errors noted by the computer. It

should be noted that all computer listings will be dated.

Each of the outputs will be fully described below.

-
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THE BOOK CATALOG

Many variations in content, organization, and appearance of the
book catalog are possible by the use of the control records. The catalog
printing will be described by defining a model catalog and then present-
ing variations from the model with are possible. In defining the model
catalog, input submitted using the previously presented model catalog

worksheet will be assumed. A comprehensive description of all possible
variations will not be presented. In order to obtain a complete under-
standing of the possible variations, the discussion of the use the control
notices must be examined. The Model Catalog will be a dictionary catalog.
Most of the basic description and the variations thereon apply equally well
to a divided catalog. However, there are certain features peculiar to a
divided catalog and these will be discussed separatety in the last portion
of this section on 'the book catalog.

The Conditions for the Occurrence of Catalog_Components

The Cataloy4 Componentr

The catalog is made up of the following components:

entries
headings
public notes
see references
see also references

Entries

One catalog entry is printed for every subject entry and added
entry listed on the catalog worksheet (elements 16 and 17) and for the
main entry statement (element 03) if anything is present there. An
entry is printed for the title (element 05) if "M" or '11" had been checked
on the worksheet in 05. An entry is printed for the series statement
(element 14) if "T" had been checked in 14. Additional title and series
entries are printed if element numbers 18 or 19 had been entered on the
catalog worksheet.

Variations: Entry printing is determined by the input control notice.
Variations in the conditions for generating entries may be made as
described in the section on the general structure of the catalog worksheet.

Headings

One heading appears in the catalog for each of the following:

1. Each title entry.
2. Each series title for which there are entries.
3. Each subject for which there are entries.
4. Each name for which there are added entries,

or main entries without conventional title.
5. Each name-conventional title combination for which

there are main entries.
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Note that statements 3 and 4 above imply that if a name is used as a
subject and also as a main or added entry, then separate headings will appear
for the use as subject and for the use as main or added entry. This is correct

for the model catalog, since in this catalog it is intended that when John
Jones appears as both subject and main or added entry, the heading preceding
all main and added entries will be "Jones, John", while the heading preceding
all subject entries will be "Jones, John - works about". (By proper use of

the output control, the heading followed by "works about" can be eliminated).

If a subject is written as a main heading combined with sub-headings,
then the entire combination is,considered the heading and will print in the
catalog.

If a main or added entry is followed by one of the qualifiers tr., ed,,
etc. for translator, editor, etc., these ar6 not regarded as subheadings and
do not cause printing of separate headings. Fo.,- titles and series, although

the title extension and series extension are separated by theAmark, these
extensionS do not cause the printing of headings.

A heading also appears in the catalog for any established heading for
which a "see"or"see also"_reference has been entered, provided that there
are entries or "see also" references.under the reference heading. Both here
and in the statements above, presence of entries, when printing a supplement,
means presence in that supplement: Presence of entries in the main catalog
but not the supplement will not causl printing of headings in the supplement.

Variations The printing of headings is linked to the sequence of the
catalog entries. In gmeral, the rule is that a heading can be printed at
any change in the printing fotm of the elements which control the sequence '

of the catalog entries. Vhether or not a heading shall actually be printed
at such a,change point is controlled by the output control notice. Oh this
notice ail of the elements Vhich determine sequehce are listed, and opposite
each element, a code is given that states Vhether or not a heading shall be
printed at a change in'the printing form of that element. Further control
is possible by,means of the authority file. It is possible to marica sub-
heading on the authority file so that it becomes a qualifying staiement only
and does not affeCt the ;printing of headings.
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It is by this means that the printing of headings for tr., ed., etc. is

suppressed. If it were desired to sequence the entries by these subheadings,

and print headlngs for them, this could be done by changing the coding for

these established sub-headings on the authority file.

In a catalog that includes a great deal of non-book material, the entries
can be sequenced by type of material and headings can be printed for each type

of material. In general, headings can be printed at each change in subgrouping
under a main heading, whatever the subgrouping may be. For example, it would

be possible to specify the printing of a subheading (such as "no.1", "no.2", etc.)

preceding each series entry under an established series.

Public Notes and See References

A public note or "see" reference is always printed If the heading to which

it corresponds is printed. No variation is possible in this. (Note that a
condition previously given for printing a heading with a "see" reference is that
there be entries or "see also" references under the referenced heading.)

See Also References

A "see also" reference prints if the heading to which it corresponds is
printed and if there are entries under the referenced heading. (For the supple-
ment, there must be entries under the referenced heading in the supplement.) No

variation is possible in this.

The Sequence of the Catalog

General

All filing is word by word in strict alphabetic sequence acco'rding to the
filing form of the elements involved. If an explicit filing form has been
pravided, either on the authority file or on the catalog worksheet, the filing
form is the explicit filing form. If no explicit filing form is obtained as
a result of operation of the programmed filing routine upon the printing form.

The programmed filing rules will not be defined in these specifications.
They are the object of a special investigation, and the resv'ts of this investi-
gation will determine the filing rules to be programmed. It should be possible
to write the filing rules routine as a self contained subroutine which can be
inserted into any major programs which require it.
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, By -strictalphabetic sequence is meant the normal sequence of the

letters-of the alphabet and the normal sequence of the numerals. The filing

relation between letters and pumerals wf1,1 Se established as,a,result of the

filing rules investigation. The inclusion orexclusion of special characters
for filing purposes wilt also be established in the filing rules investigation.
Aten--ifspecial:chirieters, ire included, their plicelin the f'liro sequence
.with-reSpect.:to =metals. and letters wilL;be :decided.

-For an established element, the filing is based upon the filing form
or,established formin the authority file. For a non-established element
the filing is based upon the filing or printing form on the catalog worksheet.
For an:element that is divided by means of&symbolsi the filing formfor each

.partjs determined by the authority file or citalog workiheet. If in eitablish-

7.c eddesignatIon has been imatkedhin the authority file as non-sequencing, then
.filing-takes place as,though-the designation were not 'present.,

_
. A

lin.',eletnent. that is subdiVided,by means ofthea symbols will be compared
"with::other elements on a subelenent by subelement basis; i.e. the first
sabeleMents will be compared. If they are equal, the second subelements

be compared, and so forth. ,Ifone element has fewei subelements than
--anothertand both-eiements,match oft all of these aubelements, then the one
with:fewer subelements,precedes.-,

Entries

,The 'major sequence pf entries is determined by the information written
in the 'element that generatesnthe entry. (Subject, title, etc.),The sequence
.within the Majbt 'sequence deOnids on the form of entry (i.e., the type,of,
element that generated the_eqily) as follows:

,

_mainentry: conVentional title, title,,title extension, date of publication.,

,added,,entry-: conventional title, title, title extension, date of_publication.
subject entry: vain entry, title, title extension, date of publication.
title'entriet.-(maintitle extension,,date of publiCation.
title entries (added): main entry, title, title extension, date Of publication.
-,iveries entries:, serievextension, main entry, title, title extension,

2date ,of ;publication

,',SUbject.efitriea will follow any main or added entries under the sar tead-

-ing.. sequence rules ate needed-for,serieS or title entries mixed witc.
other entries under the same heading, since these entries cannot be made under

name or subject headings, and a title or series title used as a subject must
be established separately from its use as the title of a work or, series.
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However, there is the possibility that two different forms of entry, such
as title and subject, might have the same printing and filing forms. To
resolve the indeterminacy here, the following rule is established: If a name,
topical subject, title, and series title all have the same filing form, they
will be filed in the order just stated.

Variations: The output control record permits the subsequence under the
main heading to be controlled by any stated combination of catalog worksheet
elements, and the combination can be stated differently for each type of entry.
The order in which different types of entry with the same filing form are filed
can also be set arbitrarily. A subgrouping by type of material can be obtained
by including physical form or bibliographic form in the filing sequence or by
divising universal subheading codes which can be appended to the main heading.

Headings

Each heading precedes the group of entries to which it applies. Thus
the filing of headings follows the filing of entries. If the headings are
looked at without regard to entries, then the filing sequence is the following:

All name, topical subject, title, and series title headings file in
alphabetic sequence according to the filing form of the heading. Conventional
titles file in alphabetic sequence according to filing form under the
associated main entry. The special heading "works by" files after the associate
name entry.

Variations: Variations in sequence of headings are implied by the
"variations" discussions given after conditions for printing headings and after
sequence of entries.

Public Notes, "See" References, "See Also" References

The public notes immediately follow the associated heading, and precede
all entries. The "See" references follow the associated heading if no notes
are present. The "see also" references are printed last following all entries
under the associated heading. The cross-references will print in alphabetical
sequence; i.e., if more than one "see" or "see also" reference is present, the
program will sort the multiple entries according to the filing rules.
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The,,Content of Catalog Components

Entries -

1 ,

Main Entry Except title):

element no.

principal classmark' 01:.

.-main-,entry-.statement

,titlestatement
conientional- title

title extension
edit ion-: statement- 06:

place jot- publication,' '07
. 'publisher 08_

date of -publication 09'

P4iPg 11

,illustration
Size ,13

.seriei statement '14_

., notes 15
c011ection-?codes 25
item:nUMber
trt.tc ings . .

The letter "T" if,there is a title tratini._
The letter "VII there is a series tracing.
-Each of 'the:,4 -tual elements if there are' -;

element::16 1 i-.19 tracing's.'

-

e above.eleffienti are given in the seqUence in which they would be printed;
except fOr the clastMark, _which, is -printed in a Special' 'fixed' position that will
be -esiiribed in diicussion of format below. The notations '15.1 and 05.2 refer

SeCOnd''sub»elementS of .05. "

Ln Entry':

ereatent no.

principal,Classmark
_cOnventional; title 04
.title statement 05.1
remainder of list as given for
main entry, except that "T" does
not print in tracings.

-
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element no.

Added Entry, Subject Entry: principal classmark 01

Title Added Entry, Series main entry statement CI

Entry conventional title 04
title statement 05.1
edition statement 06
place of publication 07

publisher 08
date of publication 09

item number

Variations: The content of each type of entry can be specified as
any arrangement of element numbers and sub-element numbers. Printing of
part of an element by specification of sub-element numbers (such as 05.1
and 05.2 above) can only be done if it is known that the element has been
divided with element sub-dividers (41) and the desired sub-element'will
alwayi be in a fixed position (1st, 2nd, etc.) The specification of content
is accomplished by listing the element numbers in proper sequence on an out-
put control notice, in much the same way as has been done above. One
variation that may be required is the printing of both the classmark in
element ca and that in element 02.

Headings

A heading will be said to be subdivided if45 symbols have been used
within the beading or if the heading consists of a combination of the major
element from which entries were generated, along with additional headings
associated with elements in the sub-sequence (such as the heading for a bon-
ventional title or the "works about" heading preceding subject entries under
a name). The first part of a sub-divided heading is called the main heading.
If a heading has been established as a single entry on the authority file,
and is internally subdivided by means of dashes or other punctuation, it is
not considered to be subdivided for purposes of this discussion, even though,
in an intellectual sense, it is subdivided.

For a heading that is established and not snbdivided the established
form and extension are printed.

A heading that is not established (some titles, for example) is printed
as entered on the catalog worksheet. The printing of the extension to a non-
established heading is controlled by the output control notice.

If an established heading is subdivided, the printing information for
each subheading is picked up from the authority file or the catalog worksheet, .

depending upon whether the subheading is established or not. The estaMished
headings will print exactly as they appear in the authority file.
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. .

For the model catalog at-a sequence break:Which causes a heading_
to be printed, the entire headihg, inCiudihg the maih heading and all
subheadings is printed.

Variations: The rules about printing the established form extension and
about picking up the printing _ihforMation frOM the authority file or
catalog worksheet are not subject to .Varidtion.

The rule about printing the ehtire headihg at each.sequende break
iS 'subject to,VAtiation. The Out-Out conttOl,hoticealloWS ani.ndication of_

.- whether or not the higher level headings are_to,print at tequencebreaks. _

'In addition it it pOssible to mark a:specific established,sUbheading on the
alithority'file as a subheading which, is to be _ptinted,alone Without.higher
level.headingS.' Thus it would be poASible4 for insiahce, to indicate that
c:onvehiionai titles are to.print Without repetitiot tlie, asOCiat'ed Main

= .7

Public Note

The entire public note iS printed.

"See ahd ee.Alsb Reference§

The entire rdferended heridingjintindihg the extehiio04ARs: it, heid
been- previouslY eStablished on the atithtitity file, it' printed._.lhe word

"see" or "see' alio" iS printed Onde before' the firSt.refereiice&heiding&
All Mhltiple references will folloVi.ih alphabdtitai aagnon6,e, preceded by
a-'semicolon and bleink Spdte. The wOrd "see": Of 6,tee alsO"Hwill not be
repeated:
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The Format of the Catalog Entries

Here the format will be given for each element in an entry of the model

catalog. Then the format of the entry as,a whole will be given. Typical

variations will be discussed:

Classmark

The model catalog isassumed'to use Library of.Congress classmark.
This classmafk will be segmented into parts, if necessary, according to the
rules in the appendix and the parts will be printed on separate lines, one
beneath the other. The parts will be left justified. The entire array will be
printed in a fixed position in the entry, defined below.

Variations: The entire classmark can be printed on one line. However it

must be either one line or all of the lines created by the fixed editing rule

for L.C. classmarks. No intermediate choice can be made. If a Dewey.classmark

is used it is also broken up by a fixed rule and single line or multiline print-
ing can be specified. If any classmark is used, division into lines must be
indicated by insertion of paragraph symbols6I). Single or multiple line print-
ing can then be chosen.

Main Entiy Statement

The main entry statement will print as established in the authority file.
If the main entry statement is written surrounded by brackets then if it matehes
the authority file entry on everything but the brackets, it will be printed
surrounded by brackets.

Conventional Titre

Conventional title will print as established in the authority file.' It
will automatically be surrounded by brackets.

Varation: The bracket printing can be eliminated.

Title Statement, Title Extension, Edition Statement, Place of Publication,
Publisher, Illustration, Size, Notes

These are printed as written on the catalog worksheet.

Variations: If place of publication or publisher were established, then
codes could be written in these fields, and established forms for printing
could be assigned to the codes on the authority file.
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Date of Publication

This is printed as written on the catalog worksheet. If a printing form
is supplied, then the printing form is printed.

Series Statement

Established series statements are printed as established in the authority
file, followed by the series statement extension. The series statement and the
series statement extension are separated by a dash or a comma, as written on the
catalogyorksheet. Non-established series statements are printed Els written on
the catalog worksheet,followed by the series statement extension.

Collection Codes

These are established codes. The printing form for each collection code is
picked up from the authority_file and printed. The collection codes are printed
in successidn with a.dash separating them, unless a comma has been specified on
the catalog worksheet.

Tracings-

Each of the subject tracings is printed as established on the authority file.
The subjects are numbered sequentially with arabic numerals starting with 1. Added
entries are printed following the subjects. They are printed,as established in the
authority file. The successive entties are numbered with roman numerals starting
with I. If a title tracing is listed, it is represented by the letter "T". It

is numbered in roman numerals in sequence with the added entries. If there is
a series entry for element 13 the letter "S" appears. It is preceded by a roman
numeral in sequence after the title entry or added entries.. Additional series
entries are preceded by the word series and 4 colon, and the series heading is
given. These are also numbered in rom4n numerals following in sequence behind
the added entries title and major series entry. Two spaces are, placed between
successive tracings.

Variations: See below after "Overall Format".

Overall Format

The format description appropriate for a phOto-composing machine is given
here. The "point" used in giving certain dimensions below is 1/72 Of an inch.

The text is set in a column 3 3/4 inches wide.

The elements of each entry are printed in the sequence given above in the
discussion of entry content. Successive elements are separated by two spaces.
The printing is continuous, in block form with justified left and right hand margins
There are no indentations. There is no paragraphing, Words are hyphenated at
the right hand margin where this is needed. (It should be noted that no specifications
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are presented for a hyphenation program, since 1C is not proposed that such a

program be written specifically for this system. In fact, the use of hyphenation

is recommended only, if a workirg program is available. If such programs cannot
be,Obtained from another.source, then it is probably best to print without
hyphenation until they are readily available.)

Tbe class park is 7 point bold.face. The text from main entry up to the
itaif-of notes is 7 point standardUce. From notes to the end of the entry, 6
point standard face is used.

Variations in Entry Format: The printing of each entry of an element is governed
.by the following,general rules: .

'Foran establihed alement the data to be printed is obtained from
the established form in the authority file. For:a previously establish-

. .

ed element'it is poisible to,write a new printing form on the catalog
woiksheet. 'This would not ordinarily, be done and does not occur in any
of_the examples given. It would only be done in an unusual case where,
,for some special reason,,it was,desired to override, the established form
'forprintini,ind,cause some,special printing to occur.

2. For a non-established element the information in the printing form
writtehon the catalog worksheet is,printed if it,is_present._ Otherwise
the information in the element statement is printed.

:UheneVer a statement is.divided with marks the rules given
_above_for printing established_and_non-established information hold
-fOr,cach part seParately. ,rinting of_the entire-element, or -of.any
subeleMent May be,specifled._ - ,

'Each,element may be sPecified to start on a fixed line wlthin the, entry,
or_at a stated number of spaces from the preceding element, or at a new
_line, a fixed number of,lines from the last line of-the.preceding element.

For eac'elemeni, the starting point of the data on esch.line:of,the element
is specified as a fixed distance from the left margin, the ending point is
specified as a fixed distance from the left margin. The specificationmay
be different for the first line of an element and for subsequent lines of
the element. The column width is a result of the settings of the ending
points of elements.

6. An element may be preceded and/or followed by fixed characters
(as in the case of the brackets preceding and following the conven-
tional title.) An element may be entirely replaced by fixed characters

.

(as with ":T" for title and "S" for series).

Type face may be separately specified for each element.
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Headinso

The heading will be printed in bold face, all upper case, 7 point type.
The heading will start flush with the left hand margin, and run to as many
lines as needed.

Variations: Any available type faces may be specified for the heading.
The starting position within the line may be arbitrarily specified.

Public Note

Ptinted as a solid block in 7 point standard face; left and right justified
in the margin. Paragraphing may be achieved by insertion of paragraph marks.
-This symbol.will cause the information immediately following to be printed on

4 a new line. If the line is to be indented, the corresp ing number of blank

spaces should be entered on the worksheet following the symbol. The blank

spaces must be explicitly keyboarded.

Variations: The left and right margins for the note can be arbitrarily
specified. The first line can be indented as compared to subsequent lines. Any

available type face can be specified.

"See" and "See Also" References

The words "SEE" or "SEE ALSO" will be printed in 7 point bold all upper
case. The reference.heading will be printed in 7 point standard face, all upper
case. The words "SEE" and "SEE ALSO!' start at the left margin and two spaces are
left between these words and the heading. If there is a qualifying statement
separated from the reference heading by a.11 symbol in the authority file record,
this statement is separated from the heading by one space and is printed in
upper and lower case.

Variations: The left and right margins can be set arbitrarily. Type face
can be specified separately for heading and qualifies. Any available type faces
can be used.
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Overall Page Format

SpaCings between components are 4s:10:Iowa:

One blenk line'preceding a heading'
Orie blanklinepreceding-ApUblic:note.. --

One blank line;preceding the "SEEor--"SEE ALSO"A.eference

,--kbeading.i*--not:'Printed in a'coluMn unlesi thereare four lines remaining

in ,the column.foliOWin& the-heading. Ifeadingi are TSpeated.on new pages.

-:iages 4re nUmbered sequentiaUy in the center at the-top,of the page. The page

.:1ormai:40:twocolumti:With,a,i/4!inch,space,betWeencolmins;-'Margins are
Aietermined-inthe-,offeet:printing process and need not be specified here.

ihrintinvistobe done .on.;8'412,-1c,11='sheets.-:-

Variation.in spades between- cOiponents is:possibleby means
.0f,the:output_control notice,.subject. to restrictions.WhiCh are given in the

The.other featuresaré:programmed in a
-fixe0 Manner and requireTrOgra0,0anges,if they are -to-bechanged.
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The Divided Catalog

For the most part the catalog specifications and variations given in the
previous description hold for a divided catalog as well as for a dictionary
catalog. The only differences are:

1. Sequence. Superimposed upon the alphabetic sequencing is a major
sequence code which distributes the entries into the various catalog
divisions. Within catalog divisions, the sequence need not differ from
that for a dictionary catalog except that certain rules for sequencing
different types of entries under the same heading in a'dictionary
catalog may not be needed in a divided catalog.

2. Establishment of headings, Certain headings which can be established
in common for several types of entry (name used as author, name used
as subject) may have to be established separately for the dictionary
catalog. This is not necessary if the heading is used in exactly the
same way in all catalogs.- However, if there is any difference in the
heading or the information associated with the heading on the authority
file work iheet in the different catalog division, then the heading must
be separately established for each catalog in which it is used. This
is most likely to occur because of a difference in the public note or
the "see" or "see also" references:

Sequence

The output control notice which controls the sequence of the catalog entries
within major headings also controls the part of a divided catalog into which a
heading will go. Each division of the catalog is given a number. On the output
control notice for sequence, each type of entry is assigned the number of the
catalog division into which it gc:pe3. Thus a variety of types of catalog division
are possible. For instance, the following types of divieion are possible:

Division 1:

type of entry catalog

main entry except title, added enttyf author
title entry, series title
subject entry subject

Division 2:

type of entry catalog

main entry, added entrY4 author-title
title entry, series ebtry
subject entry subject
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Division 3:

'Type of entry

69.

main entrY,added entry, name used
as ,subject

, title'entry, sirips entry_
-'topical Subject entry

DiViiion 4:

,
Type a entri?

.

catalog

name

Si74,bject,

Main entry;-- addecrentrY'-, 'name

entry;'

serieS,entrie"

't6Pical /subjeCt entry
,`

catalog

name:4We '.

subject

Other typesof-diViSion. are poSSible:- It,ii oniy,necessarY that'it-fie
,-posaible'tO. state thecriterialor the division in termi;ofdescriPtion:
COdetandeleMent:nUMbere. 'Certain tyPei Of'division May noi bepossible

-'-witk,thedescription tOdes'iiverCin cOnneCtion with the'recoMmended 'catalog
wcrksheet., Fpr instance;Af a rime_-catalog inclUding-plaCe'naMes Were deiired,
it woUld be. necessary,tc, devise i description code for place names.

As_described above _for book catalogs, the content,-.format and sequence,

of.elements within arcatalog entry are controlled by the output control notice.

For card-Catalogs an4wpropriate -control notice Will be coded and entered into'

the sySten. ,The variations discussed above are possible forjcards as well as for,.

_book form catalogs, but will probably not be as extensively used. The description '

given here-is for-the,Standard-lic:S.catalog card; Content; format, and sequence

will, follOw traditional library practice execpt for:certain Minor'variations

'

,
A separatecatalOg card will be printed for:

entries
piiblic notes

,

. : dee references
,

see- also-references'

The aPpropriate heading will .ba printed as the top'line of'each card. The

content and format of each heading is as desdribe&aboVe'for book catalogs.

The only difference is that in book catalogs, the heading will print only at a
break in sequence; for cards, however, each card will have its own heading.
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CATALOG CARDS

A catalog card is printed for the main entry statement and each subject
and added entry listed on the catalog, worksheet. A card is printed fnr the title

if 94" or "T" had been checked on the worksheet (element 05), and for the series

statement if "T" had been checked (element 14). Additional title and series

cards are printed if elements la or 19 had been, entered on the catalog worksheet.

Public notes, see references, and see also references will be printed on

separate cards for those established forms that have this information entered on

the authority file worksheet.

It should be noted that the programs which update and maintain the catalog

files are the same programs, no matter,what the form of output - cards or books.

These programs will maintain a machine catalog file in catalog sequence, and
depending on the output control notice, will print either pages for books or

cards. Because of this the sequence of the entries in the-catalog is the same
for books or cards, and the discussion above for book form catalogs will apply

here. The major difference between,books and cards is in the content of the

various entries. As suggested above in the discussion of the content of catalog
components for books, all entries except the main entry will be condensed. For

card catalogs this will not be required - all cards will contain full information.

The computer system will, in effect, duplicate the prodedures
currently practiced in the manual production of catalog,cards. The program
will,generate the designated number of tracings by duplicating the main entry
and transferring the appropriate heading onto each separate entry. Except
for the heading, all cards will be the same, containing,full cataloging data as
deicribed above for the main entry in book catalogs.

The format of each element is the same as described for book catalogs
except for the variations listed below:

1. The classmark will print justified against the right margin
of the card.

2. Tracings will be printed at the bottom of the card, in the
traditional,card formate

3. Notes will always begin on a new line indented 2 spaces.

4. The date of cataloging will be printed at the bottom of the card
justified against the right margin after all tkadings.

5. If more than one card is required, the first card will have
"(CONTINUED)" printed as the last line, and the next cards
will repeat the main entry statement and the title followed by
card 2, and card 34 etc. in ,parentheses: All cards will contain
the item number.
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In order to fully utiliie-thOddth,Of the printer, 13.2 inches, it is proposed

that,3 cards across be printed at,onge, Ws makes it necessary to,design the card
_with,laiger mirgins,than:i,s generaliyjused. in,the library. _Each card will: have a

left and,right, margiri_ot,.9 inch with a print.area-of:1.2,inches. Printing eight
lines_Per:inthe maX*Oineis:ph, the_oard would,be 24 lines of 12 characters.

AfoWeVer-,':theacing of,cies*arks, the abience,of hyphenation at:the end of

and the 1Ormatting.Oftricings'ehOuid yield-an average.of aboUt 18 lines

of 25" charicteri. Thesame print chain that ,calv be used f9r,Printing book catalogs
_

will,a1s0 print the cards,on 15" x 15"-pre-drilled card stock.
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t;111 ether' .the'form'cg the pAhliq Catalpa ,it boOk or cards, it Will s till:
be desirable to have.' for limited:staff uSe;*,a comPUter printout of the lateat
eatatOg files. /n.,the'e4Se.where bac*:tkiipplap.Ots. will be printed at intervals,
it Will be Aece,ssarY fcktitke Oftlf tolleye, aceess to all itela cataloged during

tb*::,!s1;leTctnt:Sntrval., computer 1i heiTfoxe Print, several time*
during the ..SupPlement -interyal* a'CiumgatiVe 'liSt Of Al/ items cataloged ,since
:the 144t 'eUPplernent 'printing.

All, items, that have been withdraw from the catalog files. (via the delete
worksheet) chwos this time p'Aroct 1411 0.ep, te printed on a separate listing.
These items wi,11 aPPAar-in catalog seggence undet date of withdrawal.,

T1 e. format of these_listings wil/ 1?,e i..ckeptice,t o the format of the
supplement when I,t is, prepared for book production, on a computer printer. The
same- programsi will be used for both.

Though a definite scheculc 11A,A, tieen set fqr the production of catalog
supplements, ewerience might ow t,hekt the ltbrary would be justified.in

_lengthening the Supplement ipterval (.for the public's use) and keeping the staff
informed of the latest, catalog items through the use of these computer printed
catalog lists. If this proyes, true, then the book supplement schedule could
be varied accordingly.

It should be noted that the system is so designed, that it can'produce on
demand, either the catalog or the shelf list in card, or printed list form.

^
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-THE OUTPOT` CONTROL NOTICE

The-s 'output control ''notice-ls 'coded' by the library in order to
, define_ to: the program: the content, format , and sequence of the -catalog
'Tentry.7

'Content ,

'The content of the catalog entry is controlled by the content notice.
For each:type of entry- a' 'separate coritent notice must -be coded.. The type
'of :entry,'is defined by -the element of, the 'catalog worksheet --that generated
the-- entry, its,"descitiptiod codeé, and the form of entry Main, added, or

Other words,- there may be, varying 'contents for entrieS,:generated
:-:br,-different elements, or -the same eleinent with different description ,codes;
also; the,,same 'elenient -with _the, same description 'codes might generate _dif-

'ferent: -Contents' for .Main -and- lidded :entries.- Provision is also Made' to code
separate notices for eirceptiori headings that must be treated in ,Some unusual
Manner, or for a particular type of entry such as a journal article, that
-may require special processing. z.

s-Por=e-adh type of entry defined, a content list is coded.1- The content
co'nthirt0'. each eiemeht number-that is to be pririted, and a* Carrespondin&

code ',,7( the:format specification -number) that refers, t6 -the -forint tO' be
'ttsed:'wheri 'printing the element.'- The program uses thiS format- nUmber to find
the atiproptiate rules for printirig this eleinent.' 'Certain" 'elenients will
-Print''-bnly When.- the- catalog worksheet has 3.0:floated that"they- are entry-
-generating elements. 'For exaMple, the systein- is designed sO' that'scime subjects
can be entered on the catalog worksheet'fOr retrieval- or searching- Purposes
-only. -They are not to appear as tracings in the catalog entry,. The content
fist, has vroVision fOr-indicating -those elements that 'should not Print unless
theY'are togerierate their bc.in 'ehtries.

; ...t:

,
kleMents are entere0 in, the content list in the same sequence that they

are '6- be ' printed in 'the hOdy Of the., entry., -
"41 the cOnterit list an eleMent.cari be represented in three different

FOr exaMPle; '-the-,-iieries element '(14) can' be entered in the- contentnit:ea'. 14 14c2, etc; Or 14-1, 14-2 etc. This allows the library toInclude only certain parts of one series element, or any specified serieselement.
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It ari eleMeiit nuMber is entered in thi) Cóntent liit without a dash ,

number; and there are Several Oak humi,r eleMinta on the catalog worksheet,
then' all Multiple elénieriii il1 e iii:ta-ea (iiit Sequence by dash number).
Fdi example, a catilltig WOrktifieei:Ccifitaiiiis three- eubjeCt entries -.numbered
16-4;:.16=2, the Conterit_iiiit ök: the aiifitëlit, ri6ticé ,cOntains 16 with
the ,SPecified korai& riuniber. The prCgraM will interpret this to_mean_ that
all SUbjedt heddingi die id firint ,in iieqüefiCe by thigh ritiriber. If only 16-2
had been 'entered in Ole Cdtiterit ihen that taUbjeCt tracing would be the
only one printed in ;the' 6iiaiftig to* tide' tyPe ot entrY. The other two sub-
jects, 16-1 àd 16=3, i4duld net ptinL

,
.

If :an element is entered in the content fist wihout point numbers
and the detail:lig ilarkeheetCoriiiiiii several subdiViiiibiii Of the_ eleinent,

:- then, all SubdiViSiCiii wif I be inClUded in the content list. For . exatnPle, a
Cataieg :WOrkeheit..,deiritaine .11PUidue ,linivereitY; Series in

-.DrainaiVnb.:5and th4:6a6t6Wiiit contris 14 wiih the SOOOptiate forthat
, ntimber: The:entry Will_ then' print__ Serien In Draina = no.

-,5"..1-=-Heigever,,,if: the Content_ liat boatel:fig 14:1 :only; then the extenaian,
Wairld -kit be 1nel:tided in the "intrY": : 12-

, ;
SeMiefice

Iri order to &intro:it the geqUenee_dt. _eliEthifeg Within-ihe catalog, a
de-416116e not4e &Vat be odded for eadii: tYPet of entry. Th type 0,..entry is
defined .1n. the same !Wanner as for the &intent not:JO; the elenient
nuMber_generating -the eritrY, he dücpHoñ codes, and foxiii=df_entry-inain,
'added; Or either. A calialag Code,..ditiffiii, Vhich Catelog.-thia, entrY is
to, apPear, ninat also lie. entered: ..the elide 0.-Peditlia either' a_ non7d1:14ded
,catalOg.,_('diCtiOnarY,---- where; alt 6-aria wEll APPear) .or--Ond of the divided
eatiloga,prepared,by. the

. '

. _to tAie' o _giiity and- aited.og , dade) the
sequende li id cd*Yietedi Aid 6d6tiiiiii the iiit a etiOnt nuiheri
enteied in titiptOpfilife tieqUinde E fiiifg. if 46 etitiOnt thit: is tci be i6- .

cIuded in the thihg euènca i ii014 fat 4 ArtioUiii
then the general rifle is ihat.ihe niding element will tie.t.teated as a blank
and the-idtbrifiii-iiiede 411 itialgi #fitriei thit,hiVi thli
eVer; for Certain niñèing l 'AWE U y e degiraii Ed akiiente ihe entiY
dieregarding the aiinaing d f this eit should noi have
been the' T ieie hä á éd±:;*egarded
wherriiiisaing be enterer! fi tO &.$16-nce Us tireCeded ty, an astei..isk.
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Conventional title is an example of this exception to the general rule. If

element 04 (conventional'title) is entered on the sequence notice without
an asterisk, then under "Shakespeare", "The Twelfth Night" (which has no con-
ventional title) would file before "The Prince of Denmark" (whose conventional
title is "Hamlet"). However, if an asteriik precedes the element number, then
the program will sort the entties, disregarding the empty conventional title
element, and Hamlet will appear first.

The first element entered in the
generated this entry. If more than one
dash numbers) on the catalog worksheet,
the element number entered firSt on the
dashed number that generated this entry.

list will always be the element that
suce element has been entered (with
then the program will assume that
sequence list refers to the particular

'If,the rule is that only the main part of an element is to be included
in the sequence, then the element number should be entered as a point number.
For example, a library that does not desire the title extension to be in-
cluded in the filing sequence would enter 05.1 for the title element (in-
stead of 05).

Each element will contain a corrseponding heading format specification
number. If the heading format specification number is non-zero, then'a
sequence break on the preceding element will cause printing of the correspond-
ing heading in the format defined by the specification number. If the heading
format specification number is zero, then no heading will print at a se-
quence break. For example, if the library desired that for a title added
entry, each new edition (or date of publication) should print as a heading,
then for the title added entry sequence notice, a non-zero heading format
specification number Should be entered following element 06 (or following 09-
date of publication) in the sequence list.

At any point in the sequence the fonowing information enclosed in
angle brackets can be added to the list:

(actual filing characters)

The information in fhe brackets will be inserted by the program when
filing the entry under control of the sequence notice. For example, if a
name used as aft added entry is to file before the name used as a subject,
then after the first element of the sequenCe list the following file char-
acters should be entered:

<1) for added entries
(2) for subject entries

The information in the print form brackets will be printed by the
program at a sequence break determined by the actual characters inserted in
the filing form brackets. Thus, in the example cited above, if "works about"
is to print before subject entries, but nothing is to print before added
entries, the format specification number entered on fhe line where(1)appears
should be 00, while on the line where(2)appears a number should be entered
that refers to a format specification that will print the fixed heading
"works about".
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9. Special edit routine - a code used to identify a special program
to edit any specified element that.must appear in the catalog in
some prescribed format, such as multi-line printing of the class-
mark.

10. Constant characters preceding - actual characters that are to pre-
cede the element or heading, such astfor conventional title. A
code can also be entered here to indicate that the element is to
be preceded by a consecutive number, arabic or roman, as in the
case of tracings.

11. Constant characters following - actual characters that are to
follow the element' or heading, such as 3

12. Constant characters replacing - the actual characters that are to
replace what was entered on the worksheet, such as T for actual
title, or S for actual series.statement.

Special format notices with fixed pre-assigned numbers are provided
for printing of cross references and public notes.

Coding the Output Control Notice

Three output control notices must be prepared by the library - content,
sequence, and format.

Fig. 7 is a sample output control content notice.

OUTPUIT (10411M)t_ CONTEIAT NCirICE
norp

JcILIl
VapIOT

ELEMENT ND.
Mu COVE' .

tIENEOTING
ELEME NTS

MSc RI MO t4
capaS

GNIIW
flogn

ELEMENT
N u elf iEft

Wm/
GEN

FMPT
5 Mc ELFIAEN1

14 tm Brk ENTR/
t4EN

FoRtVIT
SPEc

. .

''..M114...m......._
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In the top left a C is preprinted to identify this form as a content
notice._ Following the C two spaces are provided for numbering the various
&intent' control notidé s. that' may be .coded.Ati.: A or- 1). is, entered to indicate
whethelthli is awadditiOn of a nek-nOticeiie:4_ deletion of- an existing

A separate,content,notice cap be coded for the following conditions:

Different types-,Of -entkies., The type: of entry is defined by the
-?-41.einenti tatalog worksheet, that,- generated- the 'entry,, the
-deactiPtion :and:the form of ,entry Main,- added, or either.

-Various portions of _the catalog. Headings can be specified as ex-
,

cePtions",,:lnidT-,alf :entries -aPPearing Under: this headine wilt be
.Controlled by ithe'.,control, notite r-

*-Specia-17,144teriaL.- The- different:, physical Lorin* maps , müic scores,
-phonOrecards,- ete: -the virious-Iiiiitiographit, forms' -analytics
( journal dOctorat dissertations , iovernment, publications ,

-etc" or any established elentent on the catalog worksheet can have
Own----cOnttOl'.notice4,

A combination of any of these conditions. Though it is highly un=,,.
likely that a' library would -actually need all possible combinations,
it "is pOssible COde a eeParatelnotiCe-lor any combination of all
variations of each- Of' the above' cOnditions.

= -

A library could decide, for eicample, to code a Spedier,notiCe-for. a
partictilar subject (exCeption heading "Folk Music") when cataloging Musical:
scOres- (element 22, cOdeMU);* for a Certain' type ot-entry (title,:to be traced
generating eletent 05, foni of entry A):

Itthe controi'motice- ie-7being- goded 'for an -except-1:On heading
the .established form. of -the .leading is, entered on, tt-e first line. If it i*
being coded -for' pittOtUllietiypei -6f materials-(046-.at 'jOurnal _articles) 7

then the element number and 'Code (23 AN) Mist be entered in the:.:specif led
.element number..-..two_nomerics ,or one alpha 7. 1:S cligefed'i

folioWeCtAMiediately by the code; no delimiter is necessary.

it the catalog entry that is t6.-be ;controlled by this contenttiiiikiice. .
-onthe., element or elements. that. _generated the, entry, .andtor

diSC'ription-COdes,",:apctior ;entrY *Clint-Main,- added , then
this ...information must, be--entered 0,- the neXt-Une4

the_ space ,labeled geluiraUng elementa_the, _Otomelt_111,1101?ars....,,that,
generate'ithe:'entries to be controlled by this notice:should be entered

enteredin 'the *text: positioni- If --the -control-notice-4s- only far main -entries

fort adda4 '.*Atrieso.' . ,
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If the control notice is for main and added entries, then this position is
left blank,, and the program will utilize this control notice for both main
and added entries.

If any of the positions are left blank, the program will assume that
the notice is to include all possible conditions controlled by that position.
For example, if the description code field is left blank, then all descripg,
tion codes within the specified element will be controlled by this notice.
If all entries under an exception heading are to be controlled by this
notice (no setter which element has generated the main or added entry for
this heading ), then all.positions are left blank; only the exception head-
ing is entered. The portion of the c^.talog containing the entries under
this heading will then be affected'b! this control notice.

For each of the conditions defined a content tist is coded. The element
numbers are entered in the same sequence that they are to be printed in the
body of the entry. They can be entered in three different forms.

1. Two numerics or one alpha character (NN,A)
2, Dash numbers (NN-NN, A-NN)
3. Point numbers (NN.NN, A.NN).

The use of dash and point numbers is described abOve.

It has been previously noted that the proposed system allows for the
design of a catalog worksheet that can contain elements that are not always
to be printed in the body Of the catalog entry. A library might decide, for
example, to enter a large number of subjects for possible future retrieval,
yet only want a few subject tracings to appear in the catalog. After the
element number position in the content list, a space is provided to indicate
that the element is to print in the body of all entries only if it is to
generate its own entry. A "G" is written into this position for this purpose.
Othevwise it is left blank.

The next position should contain the format specification number, i.e.,
the number of the format control notice associated with the printing of this
element.

Fig. 8 is a sample sequence notice.
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BO,

. .

OUTPUT CONTROLSEOLJENCE
134 or A .

--
NOTICE ,

.
Entry Catalog ,_ Element No

, Form Code and Code1St I I I I

Generating Elements
'1Descrilit'
Ie-

*rs

in Codes

EleMent NUmber Format
_

Spec .-
EleMent Number Format

Spec.

.

In the-top,left, Aft S.isAlteprl440t9 4.0ntify this,fOrm,as-a,seqUence
_notice; t'ollowing the S, tWo Spacis-are-provided_for nunibering the Various _

_ _. .

sequence cOntrol notices that slay be:Cocle00An 4 oi ILis.entered tojndicate
'whetherthis.ia an adaiii0n-of a hew pOtiCeor.a deietion Of,an existing.nOtice.-

Sepatate'aequenci noticet-jah,be Oded,for,the,silie conditiOks,deadribed- eT
fOr thecontefit-noticel
_ '

1. Different types of entries
2. Various portions of the catalog

Special 'material
4. Any'Combitation'of-the abOve..

After making the appropriate entries_for exception lieading,_element number
and code, generating elements, description-codei, and entry forM, a-catalog code
defining in Which catalog Chia entry is to appear, must also be entered. The.
code specifies either a dictionary catalog or one of the divided catalogs pre;
pared by the library.

The sequence list, containing the numbers of those elements that axe to
be used when filing this type of entry, is then completed. The eleeent numbers
are entered in the appropriate filing sequence. As noted above, if an element,.
that is not present in the catalog entry is not to be considered as part of the
filing sequence, then the element number is entered preceded by an asterisk. 'If,.
no asterisk is present, a missing element will be treated as a blank and wilt
precede all similar entries that contain data in this element.
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The first element number entered on the sequence list should-be the
number of that element that generated thisentry, since it will be the major
filing element. If the library decides that for a particular tYpe'of entry,
only the main part of the heading should be included in the sequence, then the
element number should be entered as a point number, excluding those subheadings
that are not to be included in the sequencing. For example, if the series
extension should not be part of the filing sequence, then the series element is
entered as 14.1 initead of 14.

For each element number in the sequence list, a format specification number
is entered. This number identifies the format control notice that will be used
when printing the related element as a heading to the catalog entry. If a
valid format specification number (01-99) is entered for an element, then a
sequence break will cause the printing of the corresponding heading in the
format defined by the format specification-control notice. If no heading is to
print at a break in sequence, then two zeroes are entered as the format

specification.

As previously 'noted, at any point in the sequence list filing characters
can be inserted; encloSed in angle brackets.

kictual filing chaiacterS>

Examples of the-use.of filing charaateis and print form were presented
above.in-the- general description of the Output control notice.

Fig. 9 is a samOle specification notice.

FIG. 9

OVITUT CONTROL-VORMAT SPECWICNTION NOT1Ct

A ,10

IF1ti I.

4..11111111111.111.,
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Specially coded,formatting and'printing rules ame entered on the format
,)notice and referred to (via specification number) by the content,and sequence

notice. Thecontent notice refers to the format control for the printing
of elements within the,body of the catalogsentry,,and the,sequence notice re-
fers to the format control for the printing of the headings at a break in

,sequence.

In top left an F is preprtnted to identify this form ,as a format speci-

fication notice. Following the F, two spaces are provided for numbering
the,various format specifications,that may be coded.,,They can be numbered

from 01 to 99. (As noted aboveaibmrmat specification ntimber of 00 entered
on the sequende notice means that noleading is toprint at a breik in
sequence.)

Ten fields for.fixed length_information, and three fields for variable
information are,provided in the format:notice: --

1. The various type fonts that are available for printing the catalog
will be coded with a twv character evde,.and enteredin ,the first
poSition. .

2. In the next position should be entered the po.int at:Which printing
of the specified information is to begin. Three blank spaces are

provided to enter.a cae:,cbaracter codefollowed;by3twp,numeric
digits. The print posttiorucan be entered.for, three_Offerent case's:

a. The number of Characters from preceding elenent. Entered by

writing the code C followec1 by two.digits,representing the
number of blank spaces that should separate the two elements.,

b. A new line and the number of lines of space from preceding
line. Entered by writing the code L followed by the number
'of lines to be skipped.

c. A pew line'it'S fixed line.itumberbf'the:entry., -Entered by
writing the code F followed by the line number within the entry.

3. The character position for starting the first line to be Printed

(if it is to begin on a new line).. Entered bywriting ,in the number

-Of characters from the left margin. ,

The character position for ending the' first:tine. Entered by writing

in the number,of characters from the left margin.-

,The character position _for starting the subsequent lines for the,

specified information. Entered by writing.in the number of char-

acters from the left margin.

6. The character'position for ending the subsequent lines. Entered by

writing in the number of characters from the.left margin.
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Thenext space is used only for subheadings. If the higher level
,subheadings are to be iepeated'Along with this subheading, then a Y
-is entered'in this spate'.- If-this subheading is to 'print alone,

then'an N'is written 'hire,- ISee deacription,of authority file work-
sheet for-similar contra, function.l'AnXis entered for elem-nts
and major headings.

8. The9 symbol entered on the catalog workshAet will cause the
information following thecl symbol to print on a new line. If the
9 symbol is to be ignored, a Y is,entered -here. Otherwise an N
is written.

A two character 'code will,be'usedto:identify any special edit
rhutines that:wiIl be used to "format specified elements or headings
in some prescribed fashion. If no edit routine is necessary, 00
is entered here.

10. If a seriea of-elements are to be numbered sequentially, then an
entry is Made:in the "Sequence number" field., (This is intended
primarily for the numbering of tracings.) The codei are:

Number all elements with same element number sequentially in
Arabic

Number all elements with same element number sequentially in
Roman

AC - NuMber in Arabic and continue the sequence establfshed for the
preceding element

AR - Number initoman and continue the sequence established for the
preceding (-dement.

11. If the library desires that special characters precede the element
or heading, they Ahould be written on the next line.

12. If constant characters are to he printed following this element or
heading, they are.antered on die next line.

13. If constant characters tre to replace what was antered on the catalog
worksheet, theyare entered on the last line.

The last three variable length positions are followed by,the IX symbol
to delimit the data.
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-To control-printing of cross-references and,,public. notes, format
spetification notices with special predefined alphabetic(codes in the
spedification number field are used. These notices and the special

codes are:

A '

;

PN note ,

S1 - First see xeference -

S2 - Other see references
SA - First see also reference
SB - Other*see also-references,'
QQ - Qualifying statement following a heading in a cross-reference

z .7
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THE AUTHIAITY FtLIST ,

During .each computer Cycle,.;authotity file worksheets - newand changes-
..:Will belprOceseed,and the' machine authority file will be updated. The computer
will' Print three typei -Of -authority file _lists:

_..

----,--,;,,--4----- -,,-,',-- -- --,--,_ - 1, The complete- authority file
. . ",_ ''''' '''''' '.-' 2," CumulatiVe 'complete' to SuPplement

*-3.', -Cuinulative -Aupplerient' to cycle, - .," .

The sOhedule for printing _these authority file lists is. discussed below,
-'-,: : Cuticle; the: heading , kiThe -Schedule'9, The complete authority file, reprinted
..,-- ,. , periodically. it- optimum intervals will contain all authority, file entries ,

i inthe system. Jkiring the, interval between printings of, the,complete authority
.-.-: file,-,a supplement ,will bp _printed, containing all entries, into_ the ,system since

:the-Jast complete, printing. Each, supplement printing will be cumulative; i.e.
authority entries included in the previous_ supplements ,as well

,,i, ,,-._ as Aew entries. ,/rt the interval between supplements ,, a smaller' ctiniutative
listing will be printed so that authority information is available tOthe staff.

, as soon as it enters the system._ For each cycle during the ,interVal between
,_ supplement, printings the computer will list all cumulative authority activity

Since tlie :laSt supPlement printing. : -:

.. . . . _

The:tYpe Of data-on 'all three lists _will be .the same. -All information
entered on-- the'authority file worksheet will be printed on these litts:

'The-top' line Will cOntain the authority file number.;main; ors'nuiber of
_the auxiliary_ file. It will also state whether the entry, if on-the,Main
authority._file, is to be used_ only as a main heading or' as a subheading*as-

,"Welr:-- 'If :it -may-be used as -a subheading, then the cddes -Q.,P,'and/or H,
' --Which-control beading printing and sequence (see discussion of authority tile

wOrksheet above),,will follow. ..- _ format of the list is as follows:

,eStablished form:
, -establiShed_fortn extension,:

--code:'.
description
cataloger note :

.public note:
see referenee's:
see also referendes:
'see frOM 'referenbes
see also from references:

` 1 No wor rw. n 11. IN

-`

IIMMONINI.OR

;
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Any element that is in error
be printed on the authority audit

The computer will print each

a new line whenever it encounters
by the cataloger on the authority
lines. Description codes will be

86.

will be starred *. The error codes will

list, described below.

elernept on a new lines and will also begin

thelf symbol. Tha symbol is entered
file workiheet to control the printing of new

separated by commas.

It should be noted that consideration was given to the use of an output

control notice for the authority file list, as was specified for the catalog.

However, the authority file list is used only by the staff and will not be

distributed to nor used by the public. The content of each authority entry is

fairly constant and will not be subject to the variations of catalog entries.

Also, the program for printing is relatively simple since it lists, element by

element, the information contained in the machine authority files, with no

major changes in content of sequence. If the library finds from experience

that a changed format will be nedessary, it should not be a major job to modify

the authority file print routine. If, however, it becomes evident that frequent

variations will be desired, the program should be modified to accept an output

control record as its parameters.

Four main authority file lists will be printed. All naMes, anonymous

classics, and uniform headings will be listed together. A separate subject

authority file will also be printed. Established titles and series will appear

together on one list. Conventional title and name combinations will be printed

on a separate list. If different combinations of authorities are desired, very

simple program modifications will effect this, or a quite simple control card

procedure can be added.

Each main authority file list will be printed in catalog sequence, i.e.,

all filing is word by word in strict alphabetic sequence according to filing

form, as either entered by the cataloger on the workdheet, or developed by

the programmed filing routine. The same rules set down above for the sequencing

of catalog entries mill be followed for authority file lists. See discussion

above under "rhe Sequence of the Catalog" for a full description.

The auxiliary authority files will be listed separately by file number.

Each will be in strict alphabetic sequence by established form.

AUTHORITY FILE AUDIT LIST

For all additions and changes to the authority files during a cycle, the

computer will prepare a report, listing the entries in their prior unchanged

form and their new form. For the changed elements of an authority file entry

the computer will list:

established form:
element number and description:
previously entered as:
changed to:
errors:
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-- For--- the- -new authority'-enttiel, the formai- of the .audit list will be
identical to the format of the'authority file list;'except that error codes
will be noted after-each element that is'in error.

..
_

k The folloWiti.erroi:COdes iaill' be tit-Jed- tO -identifY'anY errors noted
by, the'p.rOgrasi. Far 'the -authiititY 'file worksheet , Any eiror-4ill caUse the
-...Progi.ats'io ,iejeCt--ithe-:1.414.-(Unlike:,ilhe c*talog wOrksheet that will be pro-
''---aeated'and -flaged);-.:,,'No4,1.fifOimatiOn_Will be Added to the-files and a revised
-"WOrkiheet will:- have*to-be:::inteied'. - .

.--, --, :- --_-_--,-

:

inValid-Type :N(new), C(change) ot D(delete) has not been
-..entered

nYalid =COde the 'desCription Codel -or indiators (suCh as_4. , .

-ntilber:, H) have` 'been entered in-. , ,,CorreOtly:;.
o -'eltablished. form ----,one. or 'both of the heading::: in.volved in a

,-- -:"C.roit7:*erieience(sei from, or see-aliO. fr:c;ii) Can
not -be _found :on the_ authortty file.- /t. ha.s either

'-- been-miiipelled_ or hal never been establithed
-- before:.

stablished -Form - a. search of tfie atithority file _has -indieated
-.that-the-formi:. entered as new, has already been

established.
_

,

-Identification -Missing .the'established form has fitot been
written in the -presCribed 'position ôñ the-

. authority _file- worksheet.
_

4..

,111
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PROOF COPY AND ERROR LIST

As noted above in the description of the new title,notice, the computer
will print on ainoof copy worksheet any information that is available in the
master files for the particular item being cataloged.

Upon receipt of a new item.(that is to be catalogeaat.the library,
a new title notice is entered into the computer,system. If the LC.card
number is available, that is.all that need.be transcribed on tl*new title
notice. If the LC card number Is not.available, author, title, publisher,
edition, and date ehould be entered. The program_will search the.master files
for matching LC copy. If LC copy cannot be found, the computer will print
the new title information on a proof copy workeheet. If matchiag LC copy is
pidked up from the files, then the computer will print the LC information

_

as proof copy for review by the cataloger.

Whenever a new title notice generates a search in the LC files, and LC
copy is found, the computer will indicate with an "N", the,LC headings that
are new; i.e., all headings that are not found on the authority file will be
flagged as new. This should save th,1 cataloger the time needed for a manual
authority search before completing the catalog worksheet.

The cataloger will review the information and ,note any-changes on a
catalog worksheet along with any appropriate indicators and description codes.
If an indicator or code is to entered, then the cataloger will write only
the information contained within the indicator angle brackets. For example,
if LC did not trace the title, and the library desires to generate a title
entry, then the cataloger will enter T in element 05. The T will be
keyboarded by the typist and the rest of element 05 will remain unchanged.
However, if a filing form, or any other field kexcept indicators) must be
changed, then the whole element must be rewritten and keyboarded.

The corrections on the catalog worksheet (changed type) will be entered
into the system, after which time it will be treated exactly as a new catalog
worksheet; i.e., it will be matdhed against the authority, file, processed, and
new proof copy will be printed.

Bar each completed catalog wofksheet (new or change) entered into the
system, proof copy and error diagnostics will be printed by the computer.

The purpose of proofreading is twofold. It must first be ascertained
that no errors were made when the completed wofksheet was keyboarded.
Secondly, the cataloger's work must be checked to assure that the appropriate
format, content, established forn, code, etc. was entered on the catalog
worksheet.
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_

lkr the catalOg..workshset-Oroof-copy,_:the computer will_listi
element by element, the'exaat infOrmation entered. For specified elements
the way in which it will-fileand:llow it"will print in the catalog will
also,belistede, This will olecUr:rwhenevertheelement As established, and
a tiling :or-printing:form,willbaspecified by the authority file entry, or
when the-cataloger enters ipmon-istSblished element'with a'corresponding
filing or printing-form. j

-The format-of _theelement. by element- listing on the proof copy is as

élemo.nt

_entered'aa:

will-file as:.

-
terrorsl,

-.Verification will4kso bedone by the-computer programs. An, errors
discovered through-the:computer:check will be listed after each element
following the headingerrers". If no errors are found, the last line
of-the proof-copy page,will,reg4.!WERRORS".--"

If.errors axe_discovered, then,the bottom, line of the proof copy
page will-repeat the elementnumbers that are.in-error following the
heading 1!*ERRORS:!!.

)

-
The follouing error codes will be. used:

, --
I I - Invalid Item Number.... too many or too few digits, or missing

.completely.

,.--= ,-
A I - Allocated Item Number - the item number entered on the new

title, notice or on a catalog worksheet
,marked N-(new) has already been used for
another itert4,:

In both of the above cases, the computer will assign an arbitrary
item number to be used for making corrections-. It will print out' following
the error code. A new catalog worksheet, -type-.0 (for change), should be
prepared with the computer-assigned item number,, followed by a comma and
the new number, entered in the.appropriate, position.
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IT - Invalid Type - a character other than N(new) or C(change) has
been entered.

In this case, the computer will seargh the files. If a matching
item number is found then it 'will be asaumed that the catalog worksheet
is,to be used for change. If a matching item numberis not found, the
worksheet will be treated as new.

IC - Invalid Code -the indicator field, enclosed in angle brackets,
has invalid indicators or description codes.

The invalid codes will be printed folloWing the IC. ircatalog work-
sheet type C(change) should be entered with the indicator field correctly
written.

NF - No Established Form - the computer has searched- the' authority

files for this form, and could not find a match-
ing entry. It has either been misspelled or
has never been established before.

EF - Established Form - a search of the authority files has indicated
that the form entered on-the catalog worksheet to
be established has already been established.

In both of the above cases, the form entered on the catalog worksheet,
and found to be in error, will be printed after the error code NF or ER.

BE - Blank Element - an element which should be:present has not been
entered on the catalog worksheet.

When the following elements ate not present a BE flag_ will be printed:

classmark
main entry (except when title is main entry)
title

place of publication
publisher
date
paging
size

There will be many cases when the above elements will legitimately
not have any information. In these cases the cataloger will enter the
special symbol g to signal that the entry will not have information in
this element. If the symbol f was inadvertently not entered, and the
computer listed the element as an error with a BE code, then the cataloger
will enter a change containing the g symbol in the flagged element.
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'The sequence" in Which -prOOf copy-,anil error lieti are to be printed has
not as yet been fully determined. Only, experience can show the best sequence
for optimum ,coordination, of the-automated, ,professional, administrative, _and
clerical procedures required in,-rOiewing',A114.correcting proOf

:At present,the -following -seheMe is tigsgeikted,, -with ?the 4dea ,t4At -the
programming :for ,thia.sequencing':shoUla ,.1* -done at an_ _early stage-of-the
project and may be sUbject to change. ;-,-

catalog 4nOof copy 40.1 -items. for -Which no machine-detected
z:Xo,rs have been, found, j'hoUld:-be"litted, first. in. 'item number ,order.

P,resumably, the catalog- 7workalteeta- file will be maintained, in thicsame
-order for easy proof -coPy,niatChing.

,

, The- second batch should:contain-,al/ catalog proof copy -for which -.

authority-related errors haVebeeiCdisiCovered. This too will print in item
- number sequence

, ,

The -third and last batch: ShOuld list all .items tor ,Which any non-
..authortty-related errors were.fOund, also in iteM number Z-Sequence.

?"-5.
_

EiROR .11EMINibER.:LIST

'-k_cumulative error reminder, list,-is _produced by: the .computer-after a, : ,- _-, -- -'specified number of cycles. This list contains all catalog Items
authority file entries -that were flagged as in error, _or were held off the '
files by the-special--hold. noticet .Catalog worksheet :errors,.Will:be listed
separately -froni- authority file _worksheet errors. _ , ,- , - , ,-, .

. .

:.---,., :-.4...q:...,z- -, ,- ..; -;....c::-4 , . c::.,- ,- ,,...-- --, --:.-_-:-,-- : .- -:-. :-. :., -.: -,-,- -..v.2-,,,--.- ;. ,...
, .-,,,....!,,-The error remitider ,list, for, catalog entries will contaiw.the, item

. number, date, proof, copy was issued, ..and. the elements that -have.,-beenflagged,;,-. , _ k
Aiiiid - still remain _UncOrrected., ,and ,,,Iwe:' not .part pf -the catalog,,ftle.'.,--4.,=-The

autitority file error 'reminder list wilt contain the identificationAestablished
-,-;-_,.-fOrm). the authority_ file -number, .date Proof copy was -issued,--;,eind the:elements

, ,itt-- error. ,, , -,, .. -, ,- - .., ,..: . .
_ -. . . . _ . -;,,, -,..-',.:.:,--,,.:, :-.:,,,, :.- ,-::, .- ,, _. ,. .

. 5--c.;;- .--- !f -P..., --:,--..7..,:'.', -..-,!,!,,,,- .
: ,,

..
These lists should speed, up error correction and serve , as a c.ontrol for --

al1 items) and authority forms that have been, entered *Ito: -the. system but
.have not .yet .been

, :11 "`..":" .

,
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Iit. COMPUTER PROCESSING AND REIATED PROCEDURES

The discussion -presented in this- section wilt be -limited-to a general

description of the procedures--related to computer prodessing, whiCh should -

be clear to non-computer. personnel. _It wilt include the description of the
schedule, the clerical-and- -administrative-procedures- issottated With input
and output, the general' fUnctions -of-the 1:iyatent-,,, and' the -way lin'which'IC
copy will be treated_ and combined with'-the library"s files-.

A -separate technical memo-randum -is: being prepared for cOmPuter person-
nel, which- will contain' floW chatta; desc±ptibnè,' file layoutS9- record
content,. etc.-- -and Ail infOrmation beceSsary for, programming the' sySteM.

-THE ;SCHEDULE

It is obvious that a_ schedule- for- any system, autotaated- Menuat, is
closely related to the volume of work,. and, equipment and/or manpower utilized
for processing-. 'It difficultf-ta, predict:-What the: optimain time in-
terval between processink should' be, before: Orly" actual- wOrkink ekperience
with a running system.. The schedule discussed here is therefore tentative
and will be subject to change es new experiences are gained. The time Inter-
vals used to describe the schedule -will Also' not be expressed in terms of
days or weeks but rather in terms of the- basic computer cycle.. Actual time
intervals- will be estimated for eact of the- cycles in -the proposed statewide_

;system. ._

The specified system is divided into- three motor cyclea.

1. The basic cycle will accept all inputs,, edit and transcribe the
data onto machine files:, and produce the- cumulatiVe. listing; of -catalog and
'authority activity since the last printing, of° the-supplement; If *catalog
Cards are to be produced, they- are also- printed during the basic cycle
together with proof copy and error liSts for- atl catalog- and authority en-

- tries,' and catalog worksheets- for a-1 . new title notices-. For O_ steit4wide

system, with an estimated. cataloging volute of about 50,000 a year;; the
basic cycle will probably be rum on a, daity basis.

The automatic inclusion of catOtOg and,' authority file entries' (info the
error-free computer master files is: also' a-- function of the specified- number
of cycles-. The library will decide cm this preset time; after the specifie&
number of cycles have passed,, and no indication- of- error_or special requests

have been received by_ the computer-, it will- be assumed that the proof- copy
has been. okayed, and the entry will become-- part of the permanent files. The
library will also- decide, on the time interval for printing the error reminder
notices. If no corrections- have been received- by the computer after the
specified number of cycles, have been rum,, the computer will list all catalog
and authority entries- flagged' as, errors-, for which the expected corrections
have not been entered.,
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Entries for which special request Undated' hold notices have been entered
to delay their inclusion in the files, will also be listed along with the
error reminders.

2. 'The supplement cycle will print the cumaative supplement of the
book catalog and authority2-fi1e. During tach basic cycle, the-supplement
to date catalog and'authority files will, be updated. During the supplement
cycle, the supplement to date files are merged with the main to supplement
files and a cumulative supplement is.printed for the book catalog and
authority file. This supplement wilt contain%alt activity since the last
printing of the main files. Since the staff will receive the latest catalog
and authority information from the basic cycle, the interval betweew
supplement printings will affect the public only. The type'of-public service
provided by the library should be the criteria for deciding the interval
between supplement printings. It is obvious that a large reference and
research library that caters to users who must always have the most recent
catalog, should choose the shortest interval-a new supplement'every month.
Smaller libraries, and libraries that deal mostly with non-research material
might choose a larger Interval, 8116 as every three months. 'Another factor
that must be-considered is the cost of producing bodk supplementé. The yearly
cost for printing monthly supplements-is almost three times the cost-of
printing quarterly supplements.

3. The main cycle will print the main catalog and complete authority.,
file. During each supplement cycle, the main to supplement files will be up-
dated. During the main cycle, the main to supplement catalog and authority
files are merged with the Main files and all entries in the-system since
its inception are printed. If monthly supplements are produced, then the
optimum interval (based on cost factors) for main catalog production is not
constant. For a period of 20 years, the first main catalog will be prOduced

'after-10 months, the interval will increase by me month for each main printing,
and reach 23 months after 19 years. If quarterly supplements are printed, the
main will be produced at the corresponding optimum-interval.
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CLERICAL _AND.. 'ADifINISTRAT.IVE PROCEDURES

The clerical and administrative procedures associated with each input
an& output have been note& in the corresponding. descriptions. The general
procedures will be-diacussed here. ,The steps; taken, from the time new ,

itetwiS received: at, the library -to' its being printed in' the catalog, are
tre'eect.

..,!,The first step in .the'; process.-.. is the inc lusion of the item on one-
cif.;,theiCOmputer f ilea. As noted,- above:, once= the, acquisitions , procedures
'are ,automated,:an, order. fOr a'particnlar item, will:: serve- to enter :the,-,item
4,nt'o,.the system. Until such time,.,howe4er the -,,new-t title. notice flal.a.t,t 1?e

_ ,-entered.,'With; appropriate ,information.- All-;itema,synew, to the,,,system.-and,,
._ reedy', fOr -cataloging ,F are. forwaided:to, the, input preparation, , group .!,, These

2tYliists:'-will be traine&to,,record; Wa blank new title, notice-,,,the-I.C. =
4ardurnber. is:,printed-,:on-theAteM-;,,if-no LC number:it

enter on ,a prenumbered, neW 'title notice: all pertinent inforthatiOn
from: the : title page-author, title , 'publisher. ;,_ edition , ,0and date,,,of

Th.number preprinted on this notic6 becomes r the:?Item number,.::
the!unique', ident ificat ion-. for ,this-. particular. :item: used throughont, the,
cataloging process. A 'printed copy of ,the new-title notice,isattached, to
the Atem which is then shelved in item number sequence to await ,receipt;. .

0- pt the' Computer. printed- catalog: worksheet-.

e.Pew,-title notice is entered.,Into- the :computer .cycle -where the,
progranis-,Will: search the-Ines- to find- matching; LC, copy-4-) If _LC: copy is
ftiund4ythecomputer will print' the LClinformation on a proof copy worksheet.

not. -forwarded, catalog Copy, , the data entered ;. on the new. title
notiCe W1.-11'heprinted as:, proof, copy-. These Worksheets_ printed in item
number-,sequence wil1 be interted -in, -their, corresponding items which were,
shelyed,lin item numbersequence. The item, along, with -its worksheet-, ie,
fOrwarded to the _cataloging section.

With item in hand, the cataloging group will complete the required
searches, and enter on a catalog worksheet' all corrections to LC copy, or
neW cataloging data. Corresponding authority file worksheets, whenever
necessary,, will also be completed. The worksheets will be sent to the in-

.
put. preparation group where they will be keyboarded and entered into the
computer, system. '

The computer progrsms will edit,and transcribe the data onto internal
,storage files and produce proof copy and error diagnostics for both the
catalog and authority file entries. Proof copy for which no computer-
discovered errors were indicated will be forwarded to proofreaders who
will match the computer printed copy against the entered worksheets. Proof
copy with error indications will be returned to the catalogers for correc-
tion. The corrections are entered into the system which will then print
new proof copy and error diagnostics.
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It is unnecessary to re-enter into the system the proof copy that
.needs no corrections. The library will decide on a preset time period
(it will probably be about one week), after which time the computer will
automatically include in the Catalog files all new items for which error
free proof copy has been printed and no corrections received. The
catalogers will have the option of delaying this procedure by entering a
special request hold notice which will cause the system to refrain from
including the item on the catalog or authority files until a specified
date or until notified via the special request notice to enter now. The

enter now notice is also used to cause the computer to immediately in-
clude the specified items in the:catalog without waiting the preset time.

The entry is then merged with*the computer files andvat the scheduled
timesthe prescribed output is printed by the computer.

The authority file and catalogAists (described in the output section)
will replace the current catalog and authority card file. The staff will
have access to multiple copies of the latest computer listings and will
utilize these listings in conjunction with the printed book catalogs.

Since the-computer will produce a list of all authority activity after
every computer cycle, there does not seem to be a need for at1 authority
file control copy in which the latest authority information wculd be manu-
ally entered in order tO avoid duplication of work. Though this has been
previously suggested, further investigation has revealed that there is
very little danger of duplicate effort in establishing new authority as
long as the latest Activity is made available to the staff within one or
two weeks. In the present,system, authority activity will be printed after
each cycle, and for a statewide system lc is probable that a new cycle
will be run each day. Some librarians have expressed the opinion that a
delay of several weeks will also do no harm, since it is rare for an
author, unestablished up to this time, to have more than one item cataloged
in this short period. The same is true for subjects. It seems to be ex-
tremely unlikely that a new subject would have more than one entry under
its heading in a period of several weeks.. Alao, it was pointed out, the
establishing of subject headings is specialized, and any particular sub-
ject is generally handled by the same cataloger.

For both the catalog and authority file, the staff will have to search
in three alphabets, The main catalog and complete authority file will
contain all entries in the,system, from the time of its inception. The
cumulative supplement will contain all information entered into the
system from the last main printing until the latest supplement printing.
The data entered into the system since the latest supplement printing will
be cumulated and printed during each cycle.
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-FROCESSING4F-LIB1AR/ OF-CONGRESS-
'INFORMATION':'

The -descrtion.AK thiS:sectien Of the- sYstert -definition will-- depart

IsenTeirliatt-froii- the ----Methed- of--desCriPtiOn.: folloWed in the.,- other sectiOns .

ElieWhere- in'thessYSteM,:definitiOn the definition haw-been -given-, in a, ;

manner"' WM:eh indeperidene::ot:f the actual%Machine, System; design and does

-,Herei:,-.)iis a matter of. conVenience-

apecific- machine files implying a '''partieuIar system, design _ will be, referred

Seine -. adot ionalf;OufOtits will be defined- here that 'Are-not_ re-,

-ferred to, In-other: sectiOna-Of the 'sPeeifications.

-TWO files ire, UtedAti retain,: the eLC' Catilog-'-data..- These =arthe: -,

-,current..-item, master fae,And,,,the dormant__ item master file. The Current

Iteraniatier file i's,,-Paiiied'',.en'20aCtil=bisic'-CYcle,pf_ the system- and cOntains
in additien'to; the LibiarY of Cengressi catalog reCords,', loeally gerierited
,Cataloging JnforMati6n.And acqUiSition infortitioni: Library of .,.Congress
-catalog.'receida would be_lield' On:the cnifefit .item master:file- fer a _period
c!f.,OnOtear ,or,u,ntil :they are uSed in cataloging, which ever is earlier.
--After thiathey'are traria-fir:red' te, the- derMint item' 'Master =file?..:== The
dermant' iteni Master-- file fa aCceSied IeSs'-frequently then the Current' item.

".-" ,t.
- Mister file.;

ieet-fer`Library.,ef _ten rei*CoPy is initiated 'by-, SUbmiSSicirref a
neV.tittelieitiCe;':- If IiibrarY7-Of'-pongreit Card' ithiber' is- kneWn-',' 'then the
seirCk fer Witt' be' deitteit:-Out''eglinst the- anrrent -Itenf -*miter file
by number. If no LC -CopY' has' 'been -reek...Wed for -the -item mimber,
proef 'Sheet Willi:I:4_ Printed- ShoWineenlY whatf"Wiia on- the new' title notiCe,
Withz:::"an-,.0:afoitioit twit -lc 600y, Is, nee AVailibte. If "LC acipy, la,,fonnd on
the current item master file, then a iirbof sheet will, be Printed Showing
thejinformatien,ceiltainedin-the LC copy. 'If the-LC topylis citi7,_thevdcit=-
Mallettem::'mititef file.,`' ;there WM 'be.,'a -CrOsa-reference 'reflecting -this -fact
on7 ithe-ciirrene,item file. tk, -proof -sheet will be: printed containing-nothing
lint: a -netieethat 'Oroof:coPY will 45-e'prepared the -next --time'the Ydermant :item

. mister 'file 'ta'rtin,', If LC:Cird nUMber -Is not available, ihert-*4 13:4teini
will atteMit to, find LC ccipir by Meana''Cif -an aIphibetid_ Seirdv.-Orr information
based.:Upon th,e'author and, title ..data, for the item.. (The precise nature
-'-of":the AlphabetiC -sefficklis not been ,SPecified here,- 'and Vitt" need to be
detexiainecti-exVeriMentaily. It iSiJcieir 'that an etict Alphabetic 'Match
otiefit,li:auther Andy,",title IA mot' desirable, As ,a ',Search >techniqUes). An,'
aiphahetic Mistier file is Matntained ithit Centaina the :Alphabetid ,Mitching
data iferall":"LibrarY of'Congreis !Crepy held in the ,systeni. The Library ,of
Pongresi 'Card htfinber-.fer the item is also kept on this file. lf_-,the
alphabetic search la succeisful4 then:the itenf'number is extriaCte&-fronr:the
Alphibetic master ffl.e ind' the retrievil. -of Library. of Congress' 'copy then
iiroceeds, by item' number is. 'described ibove., It is possible that several
items' may be 'foiind. which meet `: the 'alphabetic match criteria for_ the item
that ia'being searChe4. In this case,. preaf Sheets will' be printed show-
ing the Library-of COngresa copy that has. been received' for every match-
ing item. The cataloger- will select the 'correct sheet.
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Every new title notice thatjs accepted by the system causes
creation of a record called an acquisition record on the current item
master file. The term "acquisition record" is used because this record
has certain functions in connection with an acquisition system integrated
with the cataloging system. If Library of Congress copy was not found

at the time a search was made and if at any subsequent time Library of
Congress copy is received for the item, then, if the machine is able to
identify the Library of Congress record with the acquisition record on
the file, the machine will at that time produce Library of Congress
proof copy. If by that time the item has already been cataloged locally,
then there will be a catalog record also on the item master file and this
will be put out along with the Library of Congress information so that
the cataloger can compare the two and decide if he wants to make changes.

If the acquisition record on the item master file has been placed
there with a Library of Congress card number, then when Library of Con-
gress proof copy' comes in later there will be a definite match by item.
number and.the proof sheets can be produced. If the acquisition record
is on the file under a New York item number, then analphabetic search
must be tried. The same master file that keeps the alphabetic indices
of the Library of Congress records, also keeps the alphabetic indices
of the new title notices. Incoming LC records will be matched against
the alphabetic file and if they match any alphabetic record that liave
New York item numbers, the proof copy will be put out for these items.

Whenever fhe machine identifies a new title notice (or the acquisi-
tion record produced on the item master file from the new title notice)
with a Library of Congress catalog record by means of the alphabetic
match, then this must have occurred because the new title notice had a
New York State item number, since otherwise the match could have been
carried out by means of LC card number. In such cases, whether it 1:;e

new LC copy that has matched the previously entered new title notice or
a new title notice that has matched the previously entered LC copy, then
when proof copy is printed out, the cataloger will by inspection of the
proof copy first verify that the machine has correctly matched the two
items. If this is verified, then when he enters the catalog worksheet
with the final cataloging information, he will also indicate that an
item number change is to take place from the New York number to the LC
number.

If LC copy is received some months after an item has already been
cataloged, fhen the catalog record may no longer be on the current item
master file. It will, however, be on a supplement which is passed on
each supplement cycle of the system. Preparation of proof copy for the
newly received LC data will be delayed until the next supplement cycle,
and at that time the proof copy will be put out with the catalog re-
cord that is presently in the system.
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Established headings on -the LC catalog ,record will .be checked,
against the machine _authority file, at ,the -time that the, search "for LC
copy takes place, and proof copy is prepared. One of' five aCtions Can
CleCT ,as a result of this search.:

1. I4,copy 'matches an' authorized entry in the authority file. ,The
program will treat the LC' information,, exactlY if it would haie

. been prepared by the library-, 1.e., the_ apprOpri-ate description
coies filing and printing form will be transferred from the aili
tboritY sfile to the catalog reCOrd,, and Proof -coin; will; be printed.

2. . Lb- copy:azatchis, a special entry on .the authoritY
.specialyentry _was previonsly prepared, by the library fora.the':c;ase
where a form used by, LC is to be- changed -to a form uied by" the-
library; 1.e., there is a one-to-one,relationship In:all -cases.-
between the two. forms. For_ example,' if LC,. always, Used'.
and :the Library used '"Communism", as the . cinrresponding.:stibject ;

, beading, then the program voild..convert, the, LC form to the; ,111.1irarY,'.1s-
form. Bolshevism to Communism. .

. _

copy matches a. "do not ;establish" entry on the authority file.
. This entry was previously prepared fox, all establishes/. IC forms

that _the library cannot accept as 'Is. This may.:be, tnre fcor, special
collections where the library -might want, a finer subdivision of .

related subject headings, -such as.'"Dance", "Art", etc. The program
will appropriately flag this heading on the printed -catalpg.-worit--
:sheet In _..ordgr to avoid -unnecessary investigation -by_ the cataloger.

,. .

4. LC copy matches a "see" reference on. the authority, file,, hut_
indication has been, entered on the authority file for auttimatic, .

_transformation to the- referenced_heading. The proof -copy will show-,
.the heading 'with its crass--reference and' the library can -deCide

-

whether a' transformation should be made._

5, LC copy does not match any pre3iious, entry on, the library authority
will be flagged on the; printed Catalog,worksheet

,fo'llow the specified procedures for
new Ileadings. If _it Is decided ,to establish the form:as- IS, _then-,
-the indicator Ile shnuld be entered by the -cataloger On -a rharige'
-catalog worksheet.

. 1.h:irking 'from the Proof ,cospy the catalOger would 'prepare:a catalog
worksheet on.Which he would Indicate any Changes he*Wanted fa:make. In
the Library Of Congress copy, or 'the heading Might !erg well be 'accePot-
able, as is, and .no ,Chinges would..have tO be made... In- addition, he
-conid -a4d,any information that of strictly loCalsignifiCance;'such
as collection code. In-the case of a new heeding,
it should 'be established he could simply. Indicate on, the Catalog work:-
sheet that this beading Is to be mewly establisbed using: the IV' in-
dicator. Alternatively, he can submit an authority file worksheet.
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The Library of Congress will also provide machine-readable head-
ing cross-reference records. In a general sense, the cross-reference
headings will be treated in the same manner as catalog records received
from the Library of Congress.' Catalog entries are first matched against
the library files. If a match is found, both entries are printed for
comparison If a match is not found, the LC copy is retained until the
library acquires the item and P:equests LC copy via the new title notice.

The same policy willhold for cross-referencea. The headings will
first be chedked against-the library authority file. If the LC heading
matches an established Cross-reference heading and the cross-ieferences
are identical,-nothing more need be done (except printed notification
that LC,and the.library beading agree). If-the headings match, but the
cross-references are not alike, both will be printed On the proof copy
for consideration by the cataloger. If the LC cross-reference heading
matches an authority ftle heading for which entries have been generated,
then both headings will be printed on ,the proof copy. The cataloger
can then decide whether-to change to the LC form and remove all entries
from under the heading, or to retain the 1,ibiary's previous decision to
use this established.form as a heading for catalog entries. _If,a match

is not found on the authority file, then:the Library of Congrest Cross-
references will be held on* the Machine authority file (specifically the
authority check file) in an inactive status until the first item
employing the heading to which the croia-reference applies is cataloged.
At that time,-a request for Library. of Congress-copy' will have been made
vla a new title notice. When this copy islound it will be checked .

against the authority file and at that time the Machine will notice that
a cross-reference is present for-the new heading. The cross-reference
will be printed out at the:bottom of the catalog proof copy sheet. The
cataloger will take the cross-reference.into consideration in examining
the proof sheet, and if when he returns the worksheet he indicates (by
entering the "N" indicator) that the new heading is to be established,
the cross-reference will automatically be picked up and put into the
authárity file. On 'the other hand, if the headina is not established
by means of the catalog worksheet, but a separate authority file notice
is prepared, then the cross-reference must be entered on this authority
file notice.

When new Library of Congress headings and croSs-references finally
are established either via the catalog worksheet or on an authority file
worksheet they will be printed in the authority file proof copy in the same
fashion as headings locally established. However, the item number of the
LC record which led to establishment of this heading or cross-reference
will also be given.
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APPENDIX

f!

BY THE Imam :141Eutivtiy.:14110 THE

CATALOG MAINTENANCE -SYSTEM, 2.

IS -POT- INTO USE',L. .

4

I

When the syStai is, ....t.irst put..into usp, ...certaAn Anfjormatfon.

Mtieit be supplied by :die, us:ing..1.1brary& infOrmatiork

ied
. . .

Once_, entexed -into itt.te.. machine, .and,.:becomes ,a -iperma-

nent part, of, the ,maChine:,system._., Tbe .information .;tha must be

supplied is, tile,

System ,Paraieters

Tt,kese .are tiMe yeFiods ,reiatedtarious ,act.tons .the

_system. _The :meanings of these ,..parametersare...given. in

detail: in Part. .of ..the ..tregor,t: bstem.--.:Desjgne,
precise language_ -,the meanings, Are as

--,- I .:--
.P1 L i -13 f deng o me, w c .ore -an -unuse,

datalog iecord is, Aropped from
the active inachineji.1e,:and wit into..the :dormant _

machine tile.
P2 Length of tim,e, after, ,an ..item .14_ cataiogedlocally,

that. ,.,the,,maChine system.should,ccontinue to scan.

:incOming, library :of. Congress :0'ettalog .slata :to see ;

if tt4,,,LOrtiry- of ,dongre*s has subsequentiy,catatog-

ed the item..., . 11,,

P3 - length ,of which should aiapsbefore an -unused,

Library _of,,CongressCatatog Eecord ;is, .dropped from ,
the dorMiint 'machine -

P4 A time period that is related to the distribution

-of catalog., data,. for .correctian purposes,- among,,pore

readily _accessible and; ies: readily accessible ,files.,

- .'.,-
Tips that,.elapses between,preparatl.on.,of -proof -copy,,
and entry ,of tedata.4xto th.e ;machine; ,catalog...
This' time interval: allows correction .to,, be made,

PG Time period for which the system retains a cross-
reference from an old item number to a new item
number after an item number change is made.

P7 If the machine discovers an error in a record, and
if after this elapsed time period the error has not
been corrected, the record is printed out again as
a reminder.
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P8 - Length of time -the system will retain original
Library of Congress copy after cataloging is
completed.

2. Input Control Notice

This describes to the computer the characteristics of
the catalog worksheet that is in use. Instructions for
preparing this are given in the text.

3. Output Control Notices

These describe the content, format, and sequence of book
catalog pages or catalog cards. Instructions for pre-
paring these are given in the text.


